
@Komos72 RT @PaulWHankins: 8PM EST: Please join us: As we move into 
another year of #titletalk & another school year, how do we kick off a year o ... 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:00:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107950793306550273 - #1 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA RT @CBethM: RT @donalynbooks: Please join @paulwhankins 
& me this Sunday at 8 pm EDT for #titletalk-- our monthly chat about reading, te ... 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:01:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107950993450348544 - #2 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @PaulWHankins: 8PM EST: Please join us: As we move into 
another year of #titletalk & another school year, how do we kick off a year o ... 
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Sun Aug 28 23:07:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107952579882917888 - #3 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA Looking forward to following #titletalk (albeit in the dark; thanks 
#irene518) 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:09:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107952879775653888 - #4 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @PaulWHankins: 8PM EST: Please join us: As we move into 
another year of #titletalk & another school year, how do we kick off a year o ... 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:15:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107954611201118208 - #5 
tweet details

@donalynbooks 10 minutes until #titletalk! I have Tweetchat open and ready to go. 
Are you there, @paulwhankins? 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:52:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107963749842952192 - #6 
tweet details

@Paige928 Looking forward to #titletalk tonight. Teaching new grade level with 
Honors this year - looking for new titles to read, share and discuss 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:52:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107963774513844224 - #7 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Wait. What are we doing? I'm reading right now. 
Really? This is your plan? Tonight? #TitleTalk. Okay. . .Okay. . .I'm in. 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:53:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107964144535351296 - #8 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Do tell... #titletalk 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:54:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107964313960062976 - #9 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: 10 minutes until #titletalk! I have Tweetchat 
open and ready to go. Are you there, @paulwhankins? 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:54:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107964385527472129 - #10 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: 10 minutes until #titletalk! I have Tweetchat 
open and ready to go. Are you there, @paulwhankins? #titletalk 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:55:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107964520663748609 - #11 
tweet details

@literacydocent Don't miss out on 2nite's #titletalk on Twitter hosted by 
@donalynbooks and @paulwhankins. Starts in 3 minutes! Come join us! 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:57:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965136869933056 - #12 
tweet details

@chorkie Glad to be here. Untouched by Irene. Thoughts for those who were and 
are. #titletalk 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:57:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965171389050880 - #13 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher RT @donalynbooks: 10 minutes until #titletalk! I have Tweetchat 
open and ready to go. Are you there, @paulwhankins? 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:58:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965306818932736 - #14 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @literacydocent: Don't miss out on 2nite's #titletalk on 
Twitter hosted by @donalynbooks and @paulwhankins. Starts in 3 minutes! 
Come ... 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:58:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965371214069760 - #15 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone Glad to be here! Made it through Irene and we have power. 
There's a tree on my utility room, but all is well! #titletalk 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:58:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965401408868352 - #16 
tweet details

@ewitt43 I am so ready for #titletalk because I love learning new things two days 
before school starts in South Central PA! 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:59:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965569361379329 - #17 
tweet details

@pageintraining Excited that #titletalk is here! 
 
Sun Aug 28 23:59:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965659496984577 - #18 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir If #titletalk cannot inspire you for a new school 
year...#YouMayAsWellThrowInTheProverbialTowelNow #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:00:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965741449482242 - #19 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I have to go tuck in one of my junior #TitleTalk -ers. In the 
meantime, let me introduce my co-host, @donalynbooks. Welcome, everyone! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:00:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965747275374593 - #20 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I am vowing not to open Amazon tonight during #titletalk.... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:00:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965761527627776 - #21 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @ChocolateAir: If #titletalk cannot inspire you for a new school 
year...#YouMayAsWellThrowInTheProverbialTowelNow #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:00:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965849058553856 - #22 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks 'ello! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:00:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965868381708289 - #23 
tweet details

@donalynbooks It's time! Welcome to our first anniversary. Can you believe we 
have been hosting this chat for a year, @paulwhankins? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:00:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965894738722816 - #24 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Trying to herd the butterflies, I mean get the kids in bed for #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:01:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107965955841343488 - #25 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @thereadingzone glad to hear you are SAFE! :) praying for all of u 
out there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:01:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966038213275648 - #26 
tweet details

@Paige928 One year. Hard to believe. We should all be eating cupcakes or some 
other non healthy snack. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:02:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966212331405312 - #27 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn Happy #titletalk anniversary, @donalynbooks and 
@PaulWHankins! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:02:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966327351803904 - #28 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @MaryLeeHahn: Happy #titletalk anniversary, 
@donalynbooks and @PaulWHankins! #TitleTalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:03:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966443831836672 - #29 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Happy anniversary Art and Max. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966458033745920 - #30 
tweet details

@mswalker8 How does #titletalk work? 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966466967601152 - #31 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Many of us have started school (or will soon), so we thought this 
would be a good month to talk about kicking off a reading year #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966483795161088 - #32 
tweet details

@clix RT @MaryLeeHahn: Happy #titletalk anniversary, @donalynbooks and 
@PaulWHankins! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966523737513984 - #33 
tweet details

@chorkie RT @MaryLeeHahn: Happy #titletalk anniversary, @donalynbooks and 
@PaulWHankins! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966534634315777 - #34 
tweet details

@RdngTeach So what does one buy for someone celebrating a 1 yr anniversary of 
#titletalk? Oh... a book! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966541965963264 - #35 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I've missed the past two, very happy to be a part of the anniversary 
title talk! Strong work @donalynbooks @paulwhankins #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966590917677056 - #36 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Not only can I not believe that it is our first anniversary, I cannot 
believe I had such a great idea in the first place. Genius! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966603907432448 - #37 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn What's your first read aloud of the year? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966613952794624 - #38 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @frankisibberson: I am vowing not to open Amazon tonight during 
#titletalk....<-- I don't think I can do it! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966644009172993 - #39 
tweet details

@clix @RdngTeach of course ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:03:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966657615495168 - #40 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @ProfessorNana: Happy anniversary Art and Max. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966728163696640 - #41 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @ProfessorNana: Happy anniversary Art and Max. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966728163696640 - #42 
tweet details
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@clix @MaryLeeHahn I always start with Bloody Jack :D #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966743883948032 - #43 
tweet details

@clix @MaryLeeHahn I always start with Bloody Jack :D #titletalk
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966743883948032 - #44 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I was reminded that the first anniversary is the paper anniversary. 
Fitting for a book chat:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966776255594497 - #45 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I was reminded that the first anniversary is the paper anniversary. 
Fitting for a book chat:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966776255594497 - #46 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I think a one year anniversary should feel like 
Johnny Carson tribute show. It's nice to see all of the greetings. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966804659404800 - #47 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks A Fine, Fine School will be 1st read aloud 4 3rd grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966830617964544 - #48 
tweet details

@Komos72 @MaryLeeHahn In 1st grade, mine was Pete the Cat Rockin in My 
School Shoes. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966837542752256 - #49 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @MaryLeeHahn I read The Dot to my English II & creative writing 
students. #titletalk I learned about it during last month's TitleTalk. :) 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966881184489473 - #50 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read This year I started with the Junkyard Wonders #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966891426988032 - #51 
tweet details

@literacydocent I'm starting with Moxie Maxwell Does NOT Love Stuart Little 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:04:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966903028432896 - #52 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @RdngTeach Buy more than one book for celebrating #TitleTalk 
anniversary! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107966988168597504 - #53 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Purchased Pete the Cat Rocking... too. Learned about it thru 
tweeps of course! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967051234148352 - #54 
tweet details

@donalynbooks So, what traditions/ rituals do you launch with students? What 
read alouds do you choose first? How do you get students invested? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967064374919168 - #55 
tweet details

@pageintraining I am borrowing an idea from @LeighAnnJones and inviting all the 
classes at school to come check out books on day 2. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967067885547520 - #56 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins Super! Super! Titles flying already. . .let's take a minute though to 
just talk about the end of a vacation and new year prep. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967073359106050 - #57 
tweet details

@maryc2010 Usually Fourth Grade Rats #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967073870823425 - #58 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff I start with Honor the Ish by Peter Reynolds #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967116703047680 - #59 
tweet details

@aleaness @donalynbooks sorry that was meant for everyone #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967121979486208 - #60 
tweet details

@SHMS_Peterson Trying this for the first time. Here goes...#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967163322744833 - #61 
tweet details

@pageintraining I am also going to different classes on Day 1 to read, armed with 
Pete the Cat and Sea Monster's First Day #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:05:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967174374731776 - #62 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We read It's a Book, Salt in His Shoes, and Woolbur last week. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967225826254848 - #63 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Good. Go with @donalynbooks' question: What rituals and titles 
do you begin with? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967252514619394 - #64 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks As far as traditions & rituals, I go with two: (1) always have a 
book to read; and (2) always have a backup ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967313894051840 - #65 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Time for #titletalk. Looking forward to lots of good suggestions for 
the beginning of the school year. 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967375726477312 - #66 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks We're a Responsive Classroom school so we always start w/ 
greetings #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967377379041280 - #67 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk stary with ELEVEN by Cisneros in the YA lit classes. 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967381699170304 - #68 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher Love reading The Kissing Hand to the kindergarteners. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967385616654336 - #69 
tweet details

@cppotter Dog Loves Books for K-2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967401928310785 - #70 
tweet details
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@cb6luvs2read Check out books the first day of school! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967429992386560 - #71 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska #titletalk I always start with "Thank you, Mr. Falker" and then 
move on to "The Tale of Despereaux" 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967438380994561 - #72 
tweet details

@booksandbytes We're doing a school wide multicultural lit reading program--
Mosaic--to kick off reading this year: http://t.co/25PJgs7 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:06:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967439337299968 - #73 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins In #SCHS407, we kicked off with Dude: Fun with Dude and Betty 
by Lisa Pliscou and The Bedspread by Sylvia Fair. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967447537164288 - #74 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher I teach 5th grade but LOVE to read the first Franny K. Stein. We 
have good discussions and adds comfort level for low readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967483943723008 - #75 
tweet details

@csime28 @mswalker8 I was told that all you have to do is follow the hash tag for 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967531737808896 - #76 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks As far as getting students invested? that goes back to 
choice. it's v important 2 have good class lib. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967531733626880 - #77 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Awesome @booksandbytes ! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967537555312640 - #78 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We pick books to read on the first day. Students created tips for 
taking care of books chart, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967552822591488 - #79 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn My first long read aloud in 4th grade will be Emily's Fortune -- a 
sure-fire success last year, worth repeating. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967565992693760 - #80 
tweet details

@teacherman82 This year we started by sharing our beliefs about reading. I typed 
them, so my students could see them on the SmartBoard. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967594849509376 - #81 
tweet details

@clix We aren't able to get TO the school library for like a week or two at the start of 
the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967606543228928 - #82 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: We pick books to read on the first day. Students 
created tips for taking care of books chart, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967620573167617 - #83 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks Most hilarious tip: "Keep books away from small siblings and 
pets." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967658405793792 - #84 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff We checked out books 1st day. By pm, students came in asking, Do 
we read here? I see books with your name all over school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967671026454528 - #85 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Peter H. Reynolds has so many nice go-to titles for first day 
reads. . .especially this year's I'M HERE. Don't miss this one. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:07:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967673052307456 - #86 
tweet details

@debrobl #titletalk I love starting with BC of Winn-Dixie as a read aloud. Such great 
character work options. 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967717952327683 - #87 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks We will do a chart where they indicate how they feel abt library. 
Then re-visit later. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967794016026624 - #88 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @teacherman82: ...we started by sharing our beliefs about 
reading. I typed them, so my students could see on the SmartBoard #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967836273643520 - #89 
tweet details

@pageintraining For start of year I have displays - new books, Battle of the Books, 
books students will vote on for a state award, #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967837615820800 - #90 
tweet details

@SHMS_Peterson Started using confer app last year to make notes about my conv 
w/ students about their books. Anyone else? Great app for iPad.#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967840707018752 - #91 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher @debrobl Yes, good! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967846738427904 - #92 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins And I was able to hold groups of 34 students captivated while 
quietly turning the pages of Zoom. Then I told a half-truth. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967877155532800 - #93 
tweet details

@clix Does anyone do read-alouds with HS students? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967887700017152 - #94 
tweet details

@hale27storm Yeah #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967910777077760 - #95 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @donalynbooks ooh! I'm going to try that this year! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:08:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967919572525058 - #96 
tweet details
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@booksandbytes In addition, I'll be doing an online reading survey with 4th & 5th 
grades. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107967973175738369 - #97 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher I teach HS ELLs, so I love Allen Say's Grandfather's Journey to 
address biculturalism - also good review of literary terms #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968014359592960 - #98 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Students create guidelines for using the class library and 
expectations for reading time. Anchor charts for all. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968038950805505 - #99 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I told them the last little white dot in Zoom was the sparkle in a 
great cosmic rooster creator's eye. Existential read--Zoom. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968046148239361 - #100 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @clix I did on the first day. The Dot! I read it to sophomores. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968064150188033 - #101 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches i get kids interested in reading by being enthusiastic & having 
good inflection during reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968094105911296 - #102 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @debrobl I love the way Kate DiCamillo writes, it's perfect for 
read alouds. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968099608825856 - #103 
tweet details

@pageintraining Love this tip! RT @donalynbooks: Most hilarious tip: "Keep books 
away from small siblings and pets." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968113898831872 - #104 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @booksandbytes Oh really!? Please share! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968115995971584 - #105 
tweet details

@literacydocent We share favorite pbs when we were "little". #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968167934050304 - #106 
tweet details

@donalynbooks What I have noticed about asking kids to create guidelines and 
expectations is that they come up w/ things I didn't think of... #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:09:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968197348696064 - #107 
tweet details

@clix @teacherman82 author? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968202482520064 - #108 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA @clix getting to library early has been a prob for us too; 
alternatives to get kids reading without a trip to library? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968236838072320 - #109 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @clix us too! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:10:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968254525456384 - #110 
tweet details

@booksandbytes For Mosaic, we'll be reading My Name is Sangoel #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968271248130048 - #111 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @SHMS_Peterson something I am going to try this year. That app 
seems very useful! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968278412017664 - #112 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @literacydocent Love this! My students think their childhoods are 
over-- they are 11. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968312515891200 - #113 
tweet details

@clix RT @donalynbooks: What I noticed about asking kids to create guidelines is 
that they come up w/ things I didnt think of... #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968337950150657 - #114 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches on first day we read chrysanthemum, tikki tikki tembo, the very 
hungry caterpillar, cornelius and we're in a book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968354018529281 - #115 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff i also shared books I read over summer. Most of them have 
disappeared off shelf. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968359093633024 - #116 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks We are reading My Name is Sangoel for our first Community 
Through Books book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968380232933377 - #117 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Look--I cannot say enough about the power of inviting your 
secondary students to look back upon their reading lives. Powerful. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968389108076545 - #118 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @KarynTeaches: i get kids interested in reading by being 
enthusiastic & having good inflection during reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968403045756928 - #119 
tweet details

@coxtl made a Hot New Title pres and had stacks of read alikes ready for 1st library 
visit #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968403641339905 - #120 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn I'm having fun sharing new books (from summer shopping) with 
LAST YEAR'S students...I know them better than the new kiddoes! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968414529748992 - #121 
tweet details

@Komos72 Lots of anchor charts for reading habits. Picture books about 
importance/excitement of reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:10:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968430682013697 - #122 
tweet details

@clix @SaranacLakeTA improve classroom library? that's what I've done. also be 
real SWEET abt pestering librarians ;D #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:10:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968441352327168 - #123 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @classicsixbooks I have to create it first but I'll definitely share! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968457642999810 - #124 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @KarynTeaches me too! I also share how I'm reading books at 
home and even do a book talk of my books. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968510340235264 - #125 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Hi @komos72 ! What are anchor charts? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968532419055616 - #126 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches this year my kids have been applauding after each read aloud, 
which while i don't encourage i do ADORE #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968540992212992 - #127 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @classicsixbooks My Name is Sangoel is up this week in my 
room! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968551670910977 - #128 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read This week well talk about the best and worst parts of our reading 
lives, and how we can maximize on the best parts! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968571195396096 - #129 
tweet details

@ccassinelli Looking for YA literature that deals with poverty - any ideas? #titletalk 
#yalit 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968573804257280 - #130 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @donalynbooks We're framing our expectations in terms of 
responsible, respectful, ready to learn. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968579407855616 - #131 
tweet details

@soingirl RT @donalynbooks: Ss create guidelines for using the class library and 
expectations for reading time. Anchor charts for all. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968586760458242 - #132 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My reading door is a big hit. All the teachers at our school made 
one. It shows the things each teacher likes to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968623171219456 - #133 
tweet details

@Yrdsblib @coxtl What was the presentation like? Prezi? Powerpoint? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968628493783041 - #134 
tweet details

@clix RT @MaryLeeHahn: having fun sharing new books (from summer shopping) 
w LAST YRS students...I know them better than new kiddoes! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:11:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968635116589056 - #135 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Lady in the Box ? #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:11:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968695732682752 - #136 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches @BarbInNebraska so important! the more they hear about reading 
& why it rocks, the more they like it #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968720080601089 - #137 
tweet details

@hale27storm I start book talks immediately. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968731036139520 - #138 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @classicsixbooks Great choice! I have some great resources on 
Sudan and am sharing A Long Walk to Water with 5th graders. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968760530472960 - #139 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir I always make sure to have a crate/display of the books I read over 
the summer. My 6th graders usually want these books first. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968765718831105 - #140 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @KarynTeaches Thanks for reminding me about We're In a Book! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968772542971904 - #141 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @ccassinelli Trash by Andy Mulligan. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968782064033792 - #142 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Practice read-alouds: "Reading Aloud to Kids Old Enough to 
Shave" http://t.co/JJsQopy @slj #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968802830041088 - #143 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @SaranacLakeTA @clix I have a pretty extensive class library. Also 
worked w/great librarian- let me bring cart of books to my rm #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968806839791616 - #144 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches i'm trying to keep a list of what we are reading this year on 
goodreads. hard to keep up! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968835004538880 - #145 
tweet details

@mswalker8 @KarynTeaches my kids do the same thing with a read aloud 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968863949430784 - #146 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @hale27storm: I start book talks immediately. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968874070282241 - #147 
tweet details

@literacydocent @donalynbooks exactly! Dispell "pbs r 4 babies" myth day 1! 
Since I had many of my studentsin K looking 4ward 2 what they share! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968931033128960 - #148 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @ChocolateAir Great ideas. I have pics but I really like this idea. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968947852296192 - #149 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: Practice read-alouds: "Reading Aloud to 
Kids Old Enough to Shave" http://t.co/vzjNPzP @slj #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:12:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968949622276096 - #150 
tweet details

@brin145 RT @PaulWHankins: Practice read-alouds: "Reading Aloud to Kids Old 
Enough to Shave" http://t.co/JJsQopy @slj #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968960858828800 - #151 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks I'm going to put copies of book covers of books we've read on a 
clothesline #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107968987069034496 - #152 
tweet details

@CBethM I can't wait to go in and talk about books and reading with my students. 
But I think I'll let them tell me their thoughts first. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969031981637632 - #153 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches i LOVE reading the elephant and piggie voices. doing the 
inflection in those is TOO much fun! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969032472367104 - #154 
tweet details

@clix @RdngTeach @SaranacLakeTA I brought Krispy Kremes to office staff & 
custodians. Librarians weren't in yet. >;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969048523972608 - #155 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Booktalk on first day. Bookpass on first day. First moves are so 
important in the reading community. Are books on your mind? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969062381957120 - #156 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher Started a Theme Wall in room this year. Answer question tog. 
"This is a book about (blank), but it's also a book about (theme). #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969111778279425 - #157 
tweet details

@pageintraining Awesome idea! RT @classicsixbooks: I'm going to put copies of 
book covers of books we've read on a clothesline #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969140245008385 - #158 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @KarynTeaches I use Shelfari to keep a list too. Thanks for the 
reminder, I haven't started it yet! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969141595570177 - #159 
tweet details

@aleaness @PaulWHankins A reading biography? #titletalk sounds like a good 
beginning blog post 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969139636846592 - #160 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins what's a bookpass? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969172469858305 - #161 
tweet details

@hale27storm We talk about what reading time looks like/sounds like. What good 
readers do. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:13:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969173266759680 - #162 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Thanks to @JaclynDeRose & @randersonfhs some of us have little 
signs by our doors that say "Mr. --- is currently reading ..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969204984086528 - #163 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @hale27storm: I start book talks immediately. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969207194488833 - #164 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @KarynTeaches And show those kids the Elephant and Piggy 
dance. @MrSchuReads showed me and. . .I'll never get that hour back. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969242908995584 - #165 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our first read aloud chapter book will be The Strange Case of 
Origami Yoda by @origamiyoda. Great school story to start the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969250743947264 - #166 
tweet details

@aleaness RT @classicsixbooks: Hi @komos72 ! What are anchor charts? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969317047513089 - #167 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks I have never started booktalks immediately. Think this yr will 
change. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969319283081216 - #168 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Still trying to decide how I will start. A lot will depend on my 
colleagues (we teach an integrated morning) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969357929385984 - #169 
tweet details

@teacherman82 During my book talks, I ask students to help me if they have read 
the book. Students R more likely to read if a peer recommends. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969360676659200 - #170 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @paulwhankins: Practice read-alouds: "Reading Aloud to 
Kids Old Enough to Shave" http://t.co/189EFxR @slj #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969378443722752 - #171 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I'm making a hallway display "Cats vs. Dogs" to get kids 
excited about books with their favorite animals - so many fun books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969408638525440 - #172 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks How do u keep momentum going of longer chap. books when u 
only see kids weekly ? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969410886668288 - #173 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @aleaness Not so fast to move into biography, but rather a map 
of what a narrative might look like. Let me say more. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:14:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969437038149632 - #174 
tweet details

@coxtl @SaranacLakeTA ask librarian to do a book cart visit, you can check out on 
any computer with internet #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:15:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969476678524928 - #175 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @donalynbooks: RT @PaulWHankins: Practice read-alouds: 
"Reading Aloud to Kids Old Enough to Shave" http://t.co/vzjNPzP @slj #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969495250898944 - #176 
tweet details

@donalynbooks . @clix Book Pass (Janet Allen). It's like speed dating with books. 
Opportunity to preview books you might like to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969502028894208 - #177 
tweet details

@donalynbooks . @clix Book Pass (Janet Allen). It's like speed dating with books. 
Opportunity to preview books you might like to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969502028894208 - #178 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @AndersonGL @JaclynDeRose @randersonfhs I'd love to see 
a picture of your "I'm reading" signs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969503664668672 - #179 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @AndersonGL @JaclynDeRose @randersonfhs I'd love to see 
a picture of your "I'm reading" signs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969503664668672 - #180 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches @PaulWHankins wait a second.... there's a DANCE?!?! how have 
i been deprived @MrSchuReads #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969516486668288 - #181 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches @PaulWHankins wait a second.... there's a DANCE?!?! how have 
i been deprived @MrSchuReads #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969516486668288 - #182 
tweet details

@pageintraining Created bookmarks to hook kids' attention to titles on the shelves. 
Bookmarks peek up over the covers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969529560313856 - #183 
tweet details

@literacydocent Picture books I'm sharing 1st wk include Junkyard Wonders, Don't 
Laugh at Me, Agate, Circle of Friends, & The Conversation Club. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969531598741504 - #184 
tweet details

@pageintraining Created bookmarks to hook kids' attention to titles on the shelves. 
Bookmarks peek up over the covers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969529560313856 - #185 
tweet details

@literacydocent Picture books I'm sharing 1st wk include Junkyard Wonders, Don't 
Laugh at Me, Agate, Circle of Friends, & The Conversation Club. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969531598741504 - #186 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins So many of my secondary students forgot that they got ready for 
school singing theme song to Busy Town. This is your in. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969552729640961 - #187 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins So many of my secondary students forgot that they got ready for 
school singing theme song to Busy Town. This is your in. . . #TitleTalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:15:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969552729640961 - #188 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I am going to try to do more with book adverstisments/displays 
after inspiration from @MrSchuReads tinyurl.com/3lfbud6 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969574435176448 - #189 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I am going to try to do more with book adverstisments/displays 
after inspiration from @MrSchuReads tinyurl.com/3lfbud6 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969574435176448 - #190 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @donalynbooks @origamiyoda Go Yoda!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969581955563520 - #191 
tweet details

@hale27storm @donalynbooks I made a reading door...and my summer 
#bookaday pile is on display #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969610464243713 - #192 
tweet details

@coxtl @Yrdsblib This yr was a Powerpoint, but you could use almost anything 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969623944740866 - #193 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @donalynbooks @origamiyoda OY=my 1st read aloud, too (6th 
grade). Will read Darth Paper to my 7th graders who heard OY last year! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969632211705856 - #194 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches i keep my elephant & piggie books and most of my dr. suess in a 
secret place at beginning of year just for reading aloud fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969642311598082 - #195 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @donalynbooks Origami Yoda is a GREAT readaloud! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969642458382336 - #196 
tweet details

@debrobl @MaryLeeHahn @KarynTeaches Especially love this one! Decorated 
our door based on this: We are on a door! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969654709956609 - #197 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Don't forget @pageintraining s awesome shelf talkers. Can't rec 
those enough. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969683201867777 - #198 
tweet details

@soingirl RT @ChocolateAir: I always make sure to have a crate/display of the 
books I read over the summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:15:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969688482496512 - #199 
tweet details

@CBethM @KarynTeaches @PaulWHankins @MrSchuReads Dance game: 
http://t.co/gnvSZIn #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969716018085889 - #200 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Can't wait to go in this week and set up my library. Still deciding 
which books I will highlight as my first set of favorites! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:16:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969732229083136 - #201 
tweet details

@kmb211 Retold fairy tales great books for 8 graders and teens Fairy Tale Novels 
by Regina Doman. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969733386711041 - #202 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk first read aloud chapter book is always Fig Pudding by Ralph 
Fletcher. Great chapters that can stand on their own, but also build 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969767654174720 - #203 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @frankisibberson me too - @MrSchuReads is fantastic with 
book displays and advertisements! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969771672309760 - #204 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @KarynTeaches http://t.co/J3klG4H Enjoy. But only AFTER this 
discussion, Karyn. There will be a quiz. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969777028440064 - #205 
tweet details

@4MaggieD @classicsixbooks Me too! School under construction--still--so since I 
can't prep, I'm doing what I've always wanted to do. Read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969791008051200 - #206 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Cute idea! RT @pageintraining: Created bkmarks to hook kids 
attention to titles on the shelves. Bkmarks peek up over the covers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969851938705408 - #207 
tweet details

@juliaakarr RT @PaulWHankins: Practice read-alouds: "Reading Aloud to Kids Old 
Enough to Shave" http://t.co/JJsQopy @slj #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969887363801088 - #208 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Our sophomores are writing blog posts about their summer reading 
adventures. Due on Friday. Can't wait to see how they come out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969924521132032 - #209 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I also give the students a beginning of the yr rdg survey. Great way 
to gather quick info abt all the readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:16:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969938039386113 - #210 
tweet details

@deemalloch #titletalk I read Crash by Jerry Spinelli to my 7th graders for the first 
read aloud of the year. I also love reading Wednesday Wars! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969966564839424 - #211 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I want to promote more nonfiction this year. Bought cheap plate 
stands & have displayed nonfiction books in window ledges. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107969992275931136 - #212 
tweet details

@literacydocent Starting Book Talks on day 1 also: Ghetto Cowboy, The 
Friendship Doll, Darth Paper, True Sort Of, Small as an Elephant to start #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970010424684544 - #213 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Oh I just love Fig Pudding. #titletalk If you can ever get Ralph 
Fletcher to ur school you'll love him. 
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Mon Aug 29 00:17:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970032373477376 - #214 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @colbysharp LOVE Fig Pudding! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970044893462528 - #215 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Thanks, @donalynbooks for picking up the Allen reference for me. 
I was digging through the cerebral piles for the cite. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970071204339712 - #216 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @cb6luvs2read: I also give the students a beginning of the yr 
rdg survey. Great way to gather quick info abt all the readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970102678388737 - #217 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @cb6luvs2read: I also give the students a beginning of the yr 
rdg survey. Great way to gather quick info<= Me, too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970115907227650 - #218 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @literacydocent I need to do more NF read aloud and book 
promotion this year. Big goal for me too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970116922245120 - #219 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @deemalloch Have you read Okay for Now? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970197792632832 - #220 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins I *heart* Janet Allen. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970202494447616 - #221 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks The plate stand display is a great idea! I have space to 
do that! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970206906851328 - #222 
tweet details

@AndersonGL I always ask students to create a fall reading list. 100% OK if they 
change their minds but it gets them thinking about books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:17:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970213030543360 - #223 
tweet details

@debrobl Kids really loved It's a Book by Lane Smith last year! Asked to revisit it 
time and time again! Lots of laughs with that ending! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970229488975872 - #224 
tweet details

@literacydocent @colbysharp Also love using his book Flying Solo! Lot's of 
discussion with this one! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970249919442944 - #225 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @komos72 Do you have a link to any anchor chart examples? 
#titletalk #naive 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970305254895618 - #226 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @donalynbooks I bought some display shelves at Borders to 
display our non-fiction #Titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:18:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970328810098688 - #227 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks promote some NF to us? :) what should we look to get? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970350830202880 - #228 
tweet details

@CBethM I do the reading survey at the beginning also - and an interest survey. All 
great info to start the year. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970382618824704 - #229 
tweet details

@RdngTeach My HS stdnts do a 'Personal Reading History" to start year. Life map 
of who they are as a reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970383868735488 - #230 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @debrobl My 6th graders loved it. Earned cool teacher points, too. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970388641845248 - #231 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Me too. Remember when I introduced you two at 
NCTE? (wink). That WAS a magical moment though. I got to hug her. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970390910963712 - #232 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk I do new book celebration-everyone has chance 2 see new 
books & make 2read lists B4 they all get checked out - lots o' book talks 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970440227602432 - #233 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker If you're looking for great display ideas, check out @MrSchuReads's 
blog w/great photos of his library! http://t.co/0zUcPdS #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970445311094784 - #234 
tweet details

@soingirl RT @donalynbooks: . @clix Book Pass,Its like speed dating with books. 
Opportunity to preview books you might like to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:18:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970456023351297 - #235 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA @donalynbooks @origamiyoda Introduced it at my school I did. 
Popular it was. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970487254130688 - #236 
tweet details

@LisaTBergren RT @ccassinelli: Looking for YA literature that deals with poverty - 
any ideas? #titletalk #yalit 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970505767796737 - #237 
tweet details

@colbysharp @MaryLeeHahn #TitleTalk it is all about the yidda yaddas and 
steaming bowls of sadness 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970550575546368 - #238 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks LOVE that reading map idea! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970552374894593 - #239 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @debrobl What grade level did you use IT'S A BOOK with? #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:19:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970572398501891 - #240 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @LibLaura5: #titletalk I do new book celebration-everyone has 
chance 2 see new books & make 2read lists B4 they all get checked out 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970598352850945 - #241 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @clix @donalynbooks I am big fan after a mini-study this summer 
of @LouiseBorden's titles for history/non-fiction. Lovely! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970599976058880 - #242 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @clix My kids love the Scientists in the Field series, anything by 
Russell Freedman and Susan Campbell Bartoletti, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970611401334784 - #243 
tweet details

@cppotter NF read alouds: Kakapo Rescue, How They Croaked, Amelia Lost 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970668934602752 - #244 
tweet details

@soingirl Great idea RT @donalynbooks: Bought cheap plate stands & have 
displayed nonfiction books in window ledges. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970711305461761 - #245 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @donalynbooks I agree! More nonfiction is needed in my library 
and I need to be better abt keeping up w/it & bk talking NF #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:19:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970712429531136 - #246 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @ccassinelli Have you read Runner by Carl Deuker? The 
protagonist is poor. His love interest is rich. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970730699927552 - #247 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins For those nervous about language in It's a Book, there is now a 
junior version (snort). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970741387001856 - #248 
tweet details

@literacydocent @frankisibberson 2 NF titles I loved this summer were Can We 
Save the Tiger and Amelia Lost. I'm sure you've seen those though. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970753974108161 - #249 
tweet details

@debrobl @BarbInNebraska @deemalloch It's AWESOME! Love Gary Schmidt's 
writing! Just finished Wednesday Wars today. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970764514410496 - #250 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I'm excited about my classroom decorating this yr.Plan to frame 
+ hang lots of amazing tumblr quote illus. (w/credit to creators) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970773771231233 - #251 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @ccassinelli Okay for Now #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970794184900608 - #252 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk any good resources out there for teaching nonfiction? I have 
no confidence in teaching the genre:( 
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Mon Aug 29 00:20:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970794495295488 - #253 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @donalynbooks @clix Also books by Nic Bishop #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970794742755328 - #254 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Wouldn't that be cool to have all teachers RT @AndersonGL: little 
signs by our doors that say "Mr. --- is currently reading ..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970815865270273 - #255 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Cannot forget @louiseborden and Tanya Lee Stone for NF, too. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970819099078656 - #256 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker My school year starts with two weeks of book fair! I'll be booktalking 
fair titles & helping students make wish lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970834689302528 - #257 
tweet details

@hale27storm Read Seal Team Six Memoir by Wasdin. Such as great nonfiction 
read for boys #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970836018905088 - #258 
tweet details

@tonsofbooks @donalynbooks moved the location of my library because there was 
a ledge where I could display book covers not just bindings #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970864871510016 - #259 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @literacydocent Yes, loved those too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970882974126080 - #260 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher My goal this year is to increase my NF and graphica 
collections. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970890003779585 - #261 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Laurie Griffith Burns, Kelly Milner Halls, Tanya Lee Stone for non-
fiction goodness! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970906617417728 - #262 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Quotes from Harry Potter, Knife of Never Letting Go, The Lorax, 
so many more. Lots of talent on tumblr! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:20:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970939806949376 - #263 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @literacydocent 2 NF titles I loved this summer were Can We 
Save the Tiger and Amelia Lost.<= Great titles:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970992156057601 - #264 
tweet details

@literacydocent @cppotter How could I forget How They Croaked! Bought 3 of 
those 'cause I know they will be popular! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107970996203565057 - #265 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Oh my gosh. Have 2 bow out of #titletalk Daughter came up 2 
kiss me goodnight - Said she wished summer wud stay longer. #verklempt 
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Mon Aug 29 00:21:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971001656160256 - #266 
tweet details

@debrobl @lkstrohecker Fourth graders. They handled it well! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971046669418496 - #267 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @colbysharp You wanna talk steaming bowl of sadness? I finished 
THE KNIFE OF NEVER LETTING GO yesterday. #titletalk #teachersmustbereaders 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971075375239168 - #268 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @WizardOzTeacher: My goal this year is to increase my NF 
and graphica collections. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971092894846976 - #269 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer just finished reading Amelia Lost by Candace Flemming - very 
interesting and readable. Good for gr 5 - 8 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971128009564160 - #270 
tweet details

@chorkie @debrobl @BarbInNebraska @deemalloch Now you need to follow up 
with his new one Okay for Now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971126793224192 - #271 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Will review #titletalk after the #tuckin #emotionallibrarian 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971128655486977 - #272 
tweet details

@coxtl @HSeslteacher I put up currently reading signs for everyone working in our 
building, laminated so they can change title #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971148171591682 - #273 
tweet details

@soingirl RT @AndersonGL: little signs by our doors that say "Mr. --- is currently 
reading ..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971165015904256 - #274 
tweet details

@cppotter Great resource for quality nonfiction Orbis Pictus 
Award:http://t.co/NrKuAKS #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971175040303104 - #275 
tweet details

@colbysharp @literacydocent I always have Kia fighting over flying solo after fig 
pudding #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971193117745152 - #276 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @classicsixbooks More important than us! Will post archive later. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:21:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971200789127170 - #277 
tweet details

@pronovost “@KarynTeaches: this year my kids have been applauding after each 
read aloud, which while i don't encourage i do ADORE #titletalk" Love it! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971239355760641 - #278 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @soingirl: RT @AndersonGL: little signs by our doors that say 
"Mr. --- is currently reading ..." #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:22:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971245735280640 - #279 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @cppotter: Great resource for quality nonfiction Orbis Pictus 
Award:http://t.co/IvZILsg #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971256078446592 - #280 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins The front bulletin board is designed to capture the covers of books 
we share in the first semester. Students already like this! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971257080881152 - #281 
tweet details

@alybee930 #titletalk Hi Everyone - Sorry to miss the first part. What are we talking 
about? 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971272566251520 - #282 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff Loved Claudette Colvin:Twice Toward Justice & Before Columbus 
from YH list this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971306787577857 - #283 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @HSeslteacher I put up currently reading signs for 
everyone working in our building, laminated so they can change title #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971309849411584 - #284 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @donalynbooks I have my graffiti wall up and ready to go! Students 
will put fav quotes there for all to read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971328711196672 - #285 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @LibLaura5 love "new book celebration" name :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971346146934786 - #286 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Honestly, it's hard to say, "we didn't read anything" or "we didn't 
do anything" with a visual collage facing you each day. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971370184482817 - #287 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks @literacydocent loved Can We Save the Tiger 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971378149474304 - #288 
tweet details

@booksandbytes Another great NF read aloud is Hot Diggity dog: the History of the 
Hot Dog #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971390900142080 - #289 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @ChocolateAir: @donalynbooks I have my graffiti wall up and 
ready to go! Students will put fav quotes there for all to read! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971415499735040 - #290 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn RT @PaulWHankins: For those nervous about language in It's a 
Book, there is now a junior version (snort). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:22:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971438941704192 - #291 
tweet details

@coxtl Great middle school NF Chasing Lincoln's Killer and Bloody Times, they 
stay checked out #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:22:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971440866885632 - #292 
tweet details

@donalynbooks "Currently reading" signs are a great idea. Have a locker tag for 
kids that @scholastic made. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971475633479680 - #293 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @booksandbytes: Another great NF read aloud is Hot Diggity dog: 
the History of the Hot Dog #Titletalk <= love this one 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971490883969024 - #294 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches we also read "too many daves" this week. i normally keep it for 
later in year, but this class thinks the word butt is too funny!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971518335684609 - #295 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker I pair NF titles with popular fiction ones. For ex, I always pair Jim 
Murphy's AMERICAN PLAGUE with @halseanderson's FEVER 1793. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971527961608192 - #296 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @PaulWHankins: For those nervous about language in Its a 
Book, there is now a junior version (snort). #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971582701477889 - #297 
tweet details

@Paige928 How much of a novel should we read aloud? And then let students 
finish on their own... #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971584886710272 - #298 
tweet details

@pageintraining @alybee930 Start of the year routines/rituals/ideas to kick off a 
year of reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971601932365824 - #299 
tweet details

@donalynbooks New Jim Henson PB bio and Joe Louis PB bio are great, too. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971613701570561 - #300 
tweet details

@cppotter (shameless self-promotion) Also check out The Nonfiction Detectives: 
http://t.co/FuQ08QV #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971627203035136 - #301 
tweet details

@mtechman 4th graders loved booktalk, discussion re Natural Disasters that 
Changed the World #titletalk #backtoschoolwithDisasters 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971626490011649 - #302 
tweet details

@ccassinelli @lkstrohecker Excellent idea of pairing NF with Fiction #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971652180127744 - #303 
tweet details

@literacydocent My friend @cppotter co-writes a great NF resource too! 
http://t.co/pxvxs0N #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:23:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971695620534275 - #304 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: New Jim Henson PB bio and Joe Louis PB bio 
are great, too. #titletalk <= Very true. Good picks 
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Mon Aug 29 00:23:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971719582597120 - #305 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Hey--it's busy tonight. I just wanted to say happy 
anniversary! Thank you for doing this each month. It's YOU. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971731200811009 - #306 
tweet details

@debrobl @booksandbytes @donalynbooks @clix Love Nic Bishop and Bobbie 
Kalman books, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971750465245184 - #307 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker My 6th graders love this one! RT @coxtl: Great middle school NF 
CHASING LINCOLN'S KILLER #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971762712621056 - #308 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA RT @donalynbooks: "Currently reading" signs are a great idea. 
Have a locker tag for kids that @scholastic made. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971801765781506 - #309 
tweet details

@soingirl We had trifold style book displays that I took apart and attached to the 
back of a shelving unit to display nonfiction books #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971832505831424 - #310 
tweet details

@literacydocent @cppotter Ha! Great minds think alike! :) Your blog has been a 
great resource for me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971833181110272 - #311 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Great ideas for launching a year of reading. Lots of title 
suggestions and classroom tips. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971877758177280 - #312 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Ohhh. . .there is this lovely, lovely little book coming out in 
November. Balloons over Broadway. You'll want this on your TBR. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971877963698177 - #313 
tweet details

@CBethM @lkstrohecker Pairing is great - leads to all sorts of add disc you might 
not have had reading each singly. #contextispowerful #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971884238381057 - #314 
tweet details

@pronovost Just to add... In first week we read Ish, The Best Story, Have You 
Filled A Bucket Today?, Chrysanthemum, and First Day Jitters #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971893780426752 - #315 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @mtechman Natural disasters a great way to start the year in 
Maryland. Earthquake & hurricane in less than a week. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971922612068352 - #316 
tweet details

@cppotter @literacydocent @cppotter We must have been typing at the same time! 
Thanks for mentioning the blog! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:24:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971953180155904 - #317 
tweet details

@colbysharp “@cppotter: (shameless self-promotion) Also check out The 
Nonfiction Detectives: http://t.co/u8TzbqG #titletalk” Love your blog! 
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Mon Aug 29 00:25:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107971981667876864 - #318 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Try Scientists in the Field series for NF. Authors : 
Laurence Pringle, David Adler, Diane Stanley, Russ Freedman, Jean Fritz, 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972006032572416 - #319 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @cppotter: (shameless self-promotion) Also check out The 
Nonfiction Detectives: http://t.co/FuQ08QV #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972023279550467 - #320 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins 24 minutes before you coerced me into buying a 
book. a new record. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972063167381504 - #321 
tweet details

@hale27storm How They Croaked... And Bossypants will Bd in my library #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972076308144128 - #322 
tweet details

@mtechman @ccassinelli I like to pair Jim Murphy's Blizzard with LIW's Long 
Winter and audio of survivor #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972103696941058 - #323 
tweet details

@MBRevesz @frankisibberson @literacydocent I found a whole bunch of Steve 
Jenkins titles at Borders that I plan to use this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972122315456512 - #324 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins It's all of these folks. . .wow. From where did you all come. . .and 
you brought titles? How kind of you. Welcome, welcome. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972123275964416 - #325 
tweet details

@literacydocent Steve Jenkins is another gr8 NF author I love to use in my 
classroom! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972136563511299 - #326 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @MaryLeeHahn @colbysharp chaos walking trilogy is amazing!!! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972138497081344 - #327 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Side note: participating in #titletalk while listening to 13yo read to 8 yo 
in the background. #lovehavingboyswhoread 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972161624477697 - #328 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Essay or what format? @RdngTeach: My HS stdnts do a 'Personal 
Reading History". Life map of who they are as a reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972171044896768 - #329 
tweet details

@teacherman82 In my class we quickly formed a habit of beginning each class with 
7-10 minutes of silent reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972175448915968 - #330 
tweet details

@ccassinelli I find that if I pull books by theme and place in basket they will get 
looked at more than if on display - HS kids like browsing #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:25:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972194138722304 - #331 
tweet details

@debrobl @laurajspangler @mtechman Will definitely work those in here in NJ! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972197011816448 - #332 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @ProfessorNana oh absolutely! love Scientists in the Field. My 
fave is The Frog Scientist by Pamela Turner #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:25:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972198182031360 - #333 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @RdngTeach: Side note: participating in #titletalk while listening to 
13yo read to 8 yo in the background. #lovehavingboyswhoread 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972251802013696 - #334 
tweet details

@cppotter @colbysharp @cppotter Thanks, Colby! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972274526756864 - #335 
tweet details

@clix how can you all AFFORD to buy all these books? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972277341130753 - #336 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @cb6luvs2read @MaryLeeHahn @colbysharp one word: 
"MANCHEEE!" #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972309486272512 - #337 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Oh, the new Jack Gantos memoir is not to be missed. Would 
make a nice pairing with @ChrisCrutcher's King of the Mild Frontier. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972327291109376 - #338 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Anyone know books about Kenyan distance runners for older 
student? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972338670252034 - #339 
tweet details

@clix @ccassinelli what themes do you use? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972355468427264 - #340 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches fun #titletalk, but i have to do some "chores" to get ready for 
tomorrow! week 2! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972364167430144 - #341 
tweet details

@chorkie Poverty - Leaving Gee's Bend #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972372451172353 - #342 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @HSeslteacher It's a brainstorm/reflection. Then they choose 
whether to rite prose piece or create visual "timeline' of rdng life #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972379136901122 - #343 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @literacydocent our kids love his books; they don't stay on the 
shelf. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:26:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972403371577345 - #344 
tweet details
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@Komos72 I have a "Look! Look! Brand New Books!" basket to draw attention to 
new titles I'e added. Kids love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972489610670080 - #345 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Love Steve Jenkins and Meghan McCarthy for elementary NF. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972492693471232 - #346 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @PaulWHankins what grades would you recommend the Jack 
Gantos memoir for? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972504487866368 - #347 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix I watch library book sales like a hawk. Likewise, I look for deals 
elsewhere. Only way I can really afford it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972506152996865 - #348 
tweet details

@debrobl @literacydocent Absolutely right! Almost forgot about his books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972538197483520 - #349 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @Komos72: I have a "Look! Look! Brand New Books!" basket to 
draw attention to new titles I'e added. Kids love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972559747825664 - #350 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MaryAnnScheuer @ProfessorNana Hive Detectives and 
Kakapo Rescue were big hits last year. This year: Manatee Scientists on deck. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972594858332160 - #351 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @ProfessorNana: Try Scientists in Field series for NF. 
Authors: Laurence Pringle, David Adler, Diane Stanley Listen to Nana! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972612575084544 - #352 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk 1rst thing I always do on the 1rst day is jump on the desk 
and scream I love reading. I go crazy 4 about 3 min. Sets a nice tone 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972634922323968 - #353 
tweet details

@ccassinelli @clix sports, art, travel, tough decisions, weird science ... anything to 
attrack attention #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972649606578176 - #354 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @colbysharp: #titletalk 1rst thing I always do on the 1rst day is 
jump on the desk and scream I love reading. I go crazy 4 about 3 mi ... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972686424178688 - #355 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @jennann516 Going to ask my librarian about Currently 
reading/Just finished signs! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:27:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972687724412928 - #356 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Don't forget read alouds for 9-11 like 14 Cows for America... 
#titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:27:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972724449742848 - #357 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I have tips for finding low cost and free books on Slideshare at 
www.slideshare.net/donalynm #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972756271927296 - #358 
tweet details

@clix @CBethM Same here - but I never find new stuff that way. Always feel 
behind. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972757437943808 - #359 
tweet details

@leakelley My exact thought! RT @donalynbooks @cb6luvs2read @MaryLeeHahn 
@colbysharp one word: "MANCHEEE!" #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972760080351232 - #360 
tweet details

@hale27storm @ccassinelli interesting. I have grade 8 and my library is organized 
by genre... Will try pulling some out #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972760352985088 - #361 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @colbysharp: #titletalk 1rst thing I always do on the 1rst day is 
jump on the desk and scream I love reading. I go crazy 4 about 3 mi ... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972788106694656 - #362 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Whew! Kids in bed... trying to catch up on #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972793865482241 - #363 
tweet details

@mtechman @PaulWHankins to go w Balloons over Broadway http://t.co/ahvP1uy 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972796017160192 - #364 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @ChocolateAir: Don't forget read alouds for 9-11 like 14 Cows for 
America... #titletalk <=I cry every time I read this one. So good 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972805601140737 - #365 
tweet details

@TammyDelaney1 RT @donalynbooks: RT @PaulWHankins: Practice read-
alouds: "Reading Aloud to Kids Old Enough to Shave" http://t.co/vzjNPzP @slj 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972837368799233 - #366 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @colbysharp we need a video!!! have one of the kids capture it 
- they'd love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972840350953473 - #367 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MaryAnnScheuer As with the @ChrisCrutcher work, go a little 
older with this one. Ladder (Nana) with @DeborahWiles' Countdown. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972857807638528 - #368 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @donalynbooks @cb6luvs2read @MaryLeeHahn @colbysharp 
ugh! Brings tears to my eyes! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972859003023360 - #369 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @LisaTBergren @ccassinelli what about an oldie but goodie: 
Sounder #Titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:28:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972865860698112 - #370 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Check out booksalefinder.com for charity book sales in your local 
area. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972873972486144 - #371 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska @Komos72 cute! When our books come in from Scholastic book 
club, we stop and smell the air for the new book smell! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972878305202176 - #372 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir I need to read America is Under Attack: September 11, 2001: The 
Day the Towers Fell as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972910953672704 - #373 
tweet details

@teacherman82 This article has great ideas on designing a class library: 
http://t.co/LUWFbn1 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972922085359616 - #374 
tweet details

@CBethM @PaulWHankins Are you talking about Dead End in Norvelt? 
http://t.co/IFbYK5t #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972929819656192 - #375 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I love 14 Cows and will use it this year #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:28:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972950946353152 - #376 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @ChocolateAir: I need to read America is Under Attack: 
September 11, 2001: The Day the Towers Fell as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107972994852339712 - #377 
tweet details

@clix RT @donalynbooks: Check out booksalefinder.com for charity book sales in 
your local area. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973018021662720 - #378 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Yes, with anniversary of 9/11 coming up, a good time to think 
about pairing non-fiction with memoirs, poetry, etc. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973040566050816 - #379 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: I have tips for finding low cost and free 
books on Slideshare at www.slideshare.net/donalynm #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973060426076160 - #380 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska RT @donalynbooks: Check out booksalefinder.com for charity 
book sales in your local area. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973062871359488 - #381 
tweet details

@MBRevesz RT @colbysharp: “@cppotter: (shameless self-promotion) Also check 
out The Nonfiction Detectives: http://t.co/u8TzbqG #titletalk” Love yo ... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973092864823297 - #382 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @csime28: @alybee930 @booksandbytes I love Pop the history of 
bubble gum for NF <= another favorite #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:29:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973121658732545 - #383 
tweet details

@ccassinelli Thanks for the poverty YA literature suggestions ... keep em coming!! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973123999150080 - #384 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer me too! RT @ChocolateAir: I need to read America is Under 
Attack: September 11, 2001: The Day the Towers Fell as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973142185648128 - #385 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Ooh, I've done a book swap at the end of the yr for students,, 
maybe will try a book swap at the beginning of the yr... #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973143699791872 - #386 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Will read 14 Cows for America and The Man Who Walked 
Between the Towers on 9/11. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973146379943936 - #387 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix Actually, public libraries tend to get extra copies of new books and 
when demand drops, they will sell extras. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973157377421312 - #388 
tweet details

@cppotter Make friends with your school librarian. Librarians love to order books for 
teachers/students when we know they'll be read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973164616785920 - #389 
tweet details

@pageintraining Made a Coming Soon spot in the library w/ printed covers of 
books on order (or still being prepped) from Twitter inspiration #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973165094944768 - #390 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I have a video that I bought at St. Paul's called The Spirit of St. 
Pauls. Using this to anchor read-alouds on anniversary. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973166550355969 - #391 
tweet details

@csime28 @alybee930 @booksandbytes I love Pop! the history of bubble gum for 
NF #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973180177649664 - #392 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @SaranacLakeTA Yes! One student shared her frustration w/ me 
on Fri. "You always make us stop when I get to the good part!" #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973211517489152 - #393 
tweet details

@debrobl @ChocolateAir I also like Fireboat and there's a new one: America is 
Under Attack. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973223295090688 - #394 
tweet details

@clix RT @donalynbooks: I have tips for finding low cost and free books on 
Slideshare at www.slideshare.net/donalynm #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:29:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973228575731713 - #395 
tweet details
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@ChocolateAir Chicken Soup for the Soul of America is a good source of read 
alouds...poetry in there, too, for 9-11. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973260624400385 - #396 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @PaulWHankins 9/11 such an appropriate topic for NF/F pairings. 
We need facts while acknowledging feelings & personal rxn. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973274465615872 - #397 
tweet details

@clix @CBethM REALLY. aha. ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973279146450944 - #398 
tweet details

@alybee930 Oh must open goodreads to capture these titles - going so fast 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973283403673600 - #399 
tweet details

@colbysharp @MaryAnnScheuer I'll record it this year. IT is crazy. They are all 
shocked. They are starting to come to expect it a bit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973295357435905 - #400 
tweet details

@mselke01 RT @colbysharp: “@cppotter: (shameless self-promotion) Also check 
out The Nonfiction Detectives: http://t.co/u8TzbqG #titletalk” Love yo ... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973335513694208 - #401 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @BarbInNebraska @Komos72 LOVE new book smell!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973340278439936 - #402 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff Cynthia Voigt's Homecoming for poverty issues #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973356309061632 - #403 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @pageintraining Great idea! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973362931871744 - #404 
tweet details

@hale27storm Made interactive wall this yr. with If you Liked categories.Kids can 
add their own/move to different around #titletalk http://t.co/9njbzEi 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973370691338240 - #405 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @cppotter: Make friends w/ ur school librarian. Librarians love 
2 order bks 4 teachers/students when we know theyll be read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:30:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973379012820992 - #406 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I couldn't keep track of the books I want to read without 
goodreads. My reading brain. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973505051656194 - #407 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson @clix I am also a fan of the bargains on amazon, but 
my husband seems to keep track of that spending better. ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973505311707138 - #408 
tweet details

@SHMS_Peterson Persepolis graphic novel, great read about girl growing up 
during Islamic rev in Iran#titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:31:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973524504850433 - #409 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @hale27storm: Made interactive wall this yr. with If you Liked 
categories.Kids can add their own/move to different around #titletalk ... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973535770742785 - #410 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @cppotter So true! I always ask teachers for suggestions and 
wish list books! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973546726260736 - #411 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: I couldn't keep track of the books I want to read 
without goodreads. My reading brain. #titletalk <= just opened it 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973615919706112 - #412 
tweet details

@ReadingGal6 RT @donalynbooks: I couldn't keep track of the books I want to 
read without goodreads. My reading brain. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973660022808576 - #413 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @CBethM Yes, I should have my Amazon purchases sent to a 
neighbor's or something...#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973665165033472 - #414 
tweet details

@ccassinelli Looking at Calibre 4 organzing eBooks - it will search Amazon B&N 
etc.. for best prices of eBooks & convert format -- anyone use? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973685096366080 - #415 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: I couldn't keep track of the books I want to 
read without goodreads. My reading brain. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973694571282433 - #416 
tweet details

@Paige928 How much of a novel to read aloud? #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:31:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973734211649536 - #417 
tweet details

@aleaness Lost internet in middle of #titletalk not funny! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:32:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973741723652096 - #418 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @donalynbooks - absolutely - Goodreads helps keep me sane, 
trying to remember and draw back on books I've loved. Love the tags #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:32:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973746194784256 - #419 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @hale27storm: Made interactive wall this yr. with If you Liked 
categories.Kids can add their own/move to different around #titletalk ... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:32:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973768189706241 - #420 
tweet details

@alybee930 @frankisibberson @CBethM Get Amazon giftcards - harder for anyone 
to keep track then. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:32:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973815119785984 - #421 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @donalynbooks: I couldn't keep track of the books I want to 
read without goodreads. My reading brain. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:32:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973930849009664 - #422 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @alybee930 @CBethM love these tips for hiding spending..hah! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:32:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107973937589260288 - #423 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @MaryAnnScheuer @donalynbooks And I love following other 
librarians on @Goodreads. Interesting to see what people read & think. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974012335960064 - #424 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins A historical event not only provides an opportunity for reverence, 
but chance to demonstrate semiotics in literature for older. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974013749436416 - #425 
tweet details

@literacydocent @alybee930 @frankisibberson @CBethM getting lots of sneaky 
ideas for hiding my book habit! thanks! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974019239784448 - #426 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer want to put the word out: @cybils is creating a new category 
for children's book apps - putting out the call for judges soon! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974022586843136 - #427 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @colbysharp: #titletalk 1rst thing I always do on the 1rst day is 
jump on the desk and scream I love reading. I go crazy 4 about 3 mi ... 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974039783485440 - #428 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Scholastic book orders will finally combine points from multiple 
monthly clubs this year. Can order books PK-12. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974046360150017 - #429 
tweet details

@alybee930 @frankisibberson @CBethM If you check with @cathy_blackler we 
have tips for hiding books too. HaHa #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974057022078977 - #430 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Great idea! MT @hale27storm: Made wall this yr. w/ "If you Liked" 
categories. Kids can move & add their own. http://t.co/rhEe682 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974062445297665 - #431 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 love goodreads! otherwise couldn't keep it all straight #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974132125274112 - #432 
tweet details

@chorkie @Paige928 All of it, I think. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974161825140737 - #433 
tweet details

@debrobl @Paige928 Depends upon your purpose. Sometimes just a chapter will 
do. Sometimes you need to plow thru the whole book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974164404649984 - #434 
tweet details

@alybee930 @donalynbooks Great news on that...always wondered why they didn't 
do that #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:33:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974178413613056 - #435 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @alybee930 @CBethM @cathy_blackler Nice--we need a 
Slideshare on this topic of hiding spending and books:-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974187116802048 - #436 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My husband reads, too, so we have agreed not to discuss our 
Amazon bill:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974215227031552 - #437 
tweet details

@clix @literacydocent @alybee930 @frankisibberson @CBethM maybe we have 
wrong tag for chat & it should be #bookjunkie instead ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974216611139584 - #438 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Within the first few weeks I do a reading survey with the 4th/5th (ala 
Donalyn's Book Whisperer) and share with their teachers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974225368850432 - #439 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Thinking about how much of novel to read-aloud. I think it's a real 
skill to pull out an excerpt, but first chapter's important. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974231593189376 - #440 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir One of the first shelves students see in my class is the ARC shelf. 
Students get to know what these are & gravitate accordingly! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:33:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974241332375552 - #441 
tweet details

@cppotter RT @MaryAnnScheuer want to put the word out: @cybils creating 
category 4 childrens book apps - putting out the call 4 judges soon #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974324706742272 - #442 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @Paige928 I try to find short bit (2 - 3 min) w/ plot that stands 
alone & capturing feel of book. Tricky to find sweet spot. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974344256389120 - #443 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I can't imagine doing Their Eyes Were Watching God without 
setting tempo/mood with first chapter read-aloud of Janie's return. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974354343706624 - #444 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana attend exhibits at conference near you. ALA is in Dallas in 
January. Lots of books to be had . NCTE in Chicago..#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974355878821888 - #445 
tweet details

@CBethM @alybee930 @cathy_blackler @frankisibberson We should definitely do 
that. :) @clix - #bookjunkie is FAR more accurate. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974357564919810 - #446 
tweet details

@alybee930 @clix @literacydocent @frankisibberson @CBethM We have decided 
that there are worse addictions than being addicted to books #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974400300687360 - #447 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @ChocolateAir Love the ARC shelf idea. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:34:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974429295906817 - #448 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 great idea RT @pageintraining: Made a Coming Soon spot in the 
library w/ printed covers of books on order/ being processed #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974436082302978 - #449 
tweet details

@donalynbooks First chapters are great for teaching literary elements. Kids will 
beg for the book after you read a bit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974443279712256 - #450 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 where do you get so many ARCs? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974454436560898 - #451 
tweet details

@pageintraining If you are in WI, a great way to get cheap relatively new books is 
the Cooperative Children's Book Center's semiannual sales. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974470651744256 - #452 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 even my 11th and 12th graders this summer loved being read to 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:34:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974485487009792 - #453 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @ChocolateAir Same here! My ARC shelf is the most popular 
one in the library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974498694868993 - #454 
tweet details

@shighley Coming soon: great idea! Could put 39 Clues, next Riordan, Paolini, 
Wimpy Kid, etc. there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974505766453249 - #455 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @PaulWHankins First chapter is good scaffolding. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974518139666436 - #456 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @ChocolateAir: 1 of the 1st shelves students see is ARC 
shelf. Students get 2 know what these r & gravitate accordingly! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974524049424384 - #457 
tweet details

@clix @alybee930 @clix @literacydocent @frankisibberson @CBethM very true! 
you might lose track of time & not do dishes... OH WELL ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974612977057792 - #458 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer aren't understanding families wonderful? books and TBR piles 
take over whole house! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974639573151747 - #459 
tweet details

@debrobl @ChocolateAir What source do you have for ARCs? Would love to get 
hold of them! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974643670978561 - #460 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks @librarygrl2 i use it too! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:35:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974668186693632 - #461 
tweet details

@isaac32704 RT @donalynbooks: First chapters are great for teaching literary 
elements. Kids will beg for the book after you read a bit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974695072174080 - #462 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @donalynbooks you are right! any book I do a book commercial on 
becomes a must have. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974703456587779 - #463 
tweet details

@clix @thereadingzone @ChocolateAir so how do you get hold of enough ARCs 
regularly to keep the shelf current? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:35:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974735429763072 - #464 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @pageintraining thanks for the helpful hint about CCBC. I will have to 
get down there one of these times #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974761023418368 - #465 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MaryLeeHahn How many of us enjoyed the comfort of knowing 
a guide's hands were on the bike before we peddled off? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974771106521088 - #466 
tweet details

@Paige928 Want to read aloud more and then give students resp to finish. Don't 
want to "quiz" each time to be sure they read. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974791994163200 - #467 
tweet details

@hale27storm @donalynbooks I can never get my kids to buy. Because they know 
I'll buy everything they want. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974794749812736 - #468 
tweet details

@pageintraining @librarygrl2 I went to my first CCBC sale last spring and it was 
amazing #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974896155504640 - #469 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix @alybee930 @literacydocent @frankisibberson And as long as 
you get a good night's sleep every now and again... :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974895903850496 - #470 
tweet details

@literacydocent @jamilla7672 @donalynbooks I call this "Blessing the Books!" It 
works with all ages of reader! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974900790202369 - #471 
tweet details

@donalynbooks You can read the first book in a series, too. Builds background 
knowledge and entices kids to read the rest. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974930481676289 - #472 
tweet details

@kmb211 Remember take time to read aloud to your students no matter what age 
or grade. They do appreciate hearing stories #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:36:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974978355462144 - #473 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @donalynbooks: You can read the first book in a series, too. 
Builds background knowledge and entices kids to read the rest. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:36:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107974987637456896 - #474 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @clix @thereadingzone @ChocolateAir I just keep looking at booklist 
and I keep buying. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975040556998656 - #475 
tweet details

@ddigiova What do you all think about teaching students to pick titles that are "just 
right"? AKA the five finger rule. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975043753050112 - #476 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk think about reading last chapter of some books, too. 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975063063625728 - #477 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @CBethM @clix @alybee930 @literacydocent JLG is local and 
has a great $5 warehouse sale a few times a year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975070193942528 - #478 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @hale27storm @donalynbooks they know I will buy their 
"suggestions" too, but sometimes they cave when it takes awhile to arrive #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975088896356352 - #479 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @kmb211: Remember take time to read aloud to your students no 
matter what age or grade. They do appreciate hearing stories #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975111231029248 - #480 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @donalynbooks: You can read the first book in a series, 
too. Builds background knowledge and entices kids to read the rest. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975116880756737 - #481 
tweet details

@jennann516 What are your favorite bios/autobios/memiors for secondary? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975150321934339 - #482 
tweet details

@literacydocent YES! RT @kmb211: Remember take time 2 read aloud 2 students 
no matter what age or grade. They do appreciate hearing stories #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975177362604033 - #483 
tweet details

@clix @ddigiova at HS level I don't worry about that too much. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975206764683265 - #484 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska RT @kmb211: Remember take time to read aloud to your 
students no matter what age or grade. They do appreciate hearing stories #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:37:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975224816963584 - #485 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @ddigiova I do 5 finger rule for grades 1 -3. Discuss how to 
choose the right book with all grades. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975261181579265 - #486 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @ddigiova we ask them to get at least one "just right" book and then 
the rest of their library books can be any level #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:38:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975264276983808 - #487 
tweet details

@thereadingzone My ARCs come from reviewing, blogging, and conferences. But 
check out #ARCsFloatOn http://t.co/fLBlkln @clix @ChocolateAir #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975272225181699 - #488 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher @frankisibberson @CBethM @clix @alybee930 
@literacydocent Where/what is JLG?? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975284728397825 - #489 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I used @donalynbooks 's idea 2 organize my library by numbered 
tubs. Each book in tub gets same #. #titletalk http://t.co/CiAQprs 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975289505718273 - #490 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir I have 'Kleenex Books' display...when u read these books, u are 
going to want to grab some tissues! (A Monster Calls=whole box!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975300457050112 - #491 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @jennann516 loved loved Claudette Colvin: Twice Toward 
Justice, by Philip Hoose #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975303070105600 - #492 
tweet details

@Paige928 @jennann516 The Glass Castle #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975321780879363 - #493 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA @clix @thereadingzone @chocolateair I have ARC envy too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975324180021248 - #494 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson We don't have anything like that handy. There is a 
BotM Club warehouse near here. Sometimes have sales there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975325954224128 - #495 
tweet details

@debrobl How do you get ARCs? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975334481244162 - #496 
tweet details

@donalynbooks A question I'm asked a lot, that might interest the group: What do 
you do w/ kids who won't fall into the class reading routine? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975334779039745 - #497 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @ddigiova I've used this method and it works for some students, but 
with older students it isn't that effective. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975381696512000 - #498 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins If five-finger rule is in the reader's toolbox, fine, but I always 
wonder what's hiding up the sleeve. Slight of hand at play? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975382686380032 - #499 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @MaryAnnScheuer: @jennann516 loved loved Claudette 
Colvin: Twice Toward Justice, by Philip Hoose #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:38:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975406115753987 - #500 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @librarygrl2 @ddigiova we do the same, esp for gr 2 & 3 - 
newly independent readers: one "just right" + one free choice checkouts #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:38:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975494837874688 - #501 
tweet details

@hale27storm With Their Eyes is another good 9/11 book #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975501347426305 - #502 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @thereadingzone: My ARCs come from reviewing, blogging, 
and conferences. But check out #ARCsFloatOn http://t.co/VLwlnHB #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975504325386240 - #503 
tweet details

@mimiteacher My fav summer 2011 YA & MG books read: Beauty Queens, Athletic 
Shorts, Forever, Elephant Run, Rapunzel's Revenge. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975520746090496 - #504 
tweet details

@csime28 #titletalk I have my good reads open 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975523493347328 - #505 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @ProfessorNana GASP! Read the last chapter first?!?!! :-) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975531118600193 - #506 
tweet details

@literacydocent @kmb211 I even start my grad classes w/ read aloud! Students 
say it's favorite part of the courses. Modeling speaks volumes! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975536566996992 - #507 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: First chapters are great for teaching literary elements. 
Kids will beg for the book after you read a bit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975549049257984 - #508 
tweet details

@pageintraining Last year, when I started at a school midyear, I liked talking about 
Good Fit books using the shoe example from Daily 5 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975594691657729 - #509 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @ChocolateAir kleenex display=great idea!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975612651671552 - #510 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins But my friends, front, back, middle of the book. . .none of this 
matters if you cannot find your voice within that read-aloud. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975628866850816 - #511 
tweet details

@shighley Check library sales. Ours just had $5 bag day yesterday. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975642129235968 - #512 
tweet details

@ccassinelli I started quick fiction book talks to classes that came 2 HS library 4 
SS research - like a mini commercial - always had a taker #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975669190901761 - #513 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks @jennann516 Diary of Anne Frank #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975686752436224 - #514 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @donalynbooks I just keep introducing books that I think will interest 
them and their peers guilt them into the routine #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975706046246912 - #515 
tweet details

@jesslahey I start EVERY book by reading a scene out loud. Establishing 
Maycomb, graveyard with Pip and the convict, the raging tempest...#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975706612465664 - #516 
tweet details

@Read2DreamTweet RT @donalynbooks: RT @cppotter: Great resource for 
quality nonfiction Orbis Pictus Award:http://t.co/IvZILsg #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:39:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975745841790976 - #517 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @ChocolateAir: I have Kleenex Books display...when u read 
these books, u are going to want to grab some tissues! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:40:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975757455822849 - #518 
tweet details

@CBethM @ChocolateAir You are sooooooo right about needing a full box of 
tissues for A Monster Calls!!! Beautiful book though! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:40:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975768340037633 - #519 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MaryLeeHahn @ProfessorNana I know. . this Nana is 
scandalous. . .and I love it. I think I'll keep her close. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:40:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975767887065088 - #520 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins So so true! You must love the read aloud or 
your students won't. They know when you are forcing yourself into it #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:40:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975813722423296 - #521 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @CBethM: @ChocolateAir You are sooooooo right about needing 
a full box of tissues for A Monster Calls!!! Beautiful bk though! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:40:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975905401511939 - #522 
tweet details

@katsok Glad I got home from the family dinner in time for the end of #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:40:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975960187518976 - #523 
tweet details

@hale27storm @teacherman82 how many bins do u have #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:40:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107975979208679424 - #524 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Balloons Over Broadway ordered. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976006740086784 - #525 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins If you cannot do that read-aloud with an ounce of passion. . .like 
you want to "kill them softly with it," don't do it. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976017603342336 - #526 
tweet details
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@booksandbytes @librarygrl2 @ddigiova so do we and I read Goldie Socks and 
the Three Libearians to introduce just right books #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976018295394304 - #527 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone @PaulWHankins Our students have very sensitive BS 
detectors - that's why...You def need to be into what you do. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976048423088128 - #528 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher Persistence and MANY book suggestions is what I do for the 
readers who don't fall into the routine. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976051392647168 - #529 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @laurajspangler @ddigiova We have the five finger rule (1 book must 
pass that) other books can just be chosen by interest tho #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976101908844545 - #530 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @donalynbooks after learning about edmodo from you I used it to 
entice students to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976124763611136 - #531 
tweet details

@Paige928 Picture book titles for 10th graders? #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976151921721345 - #532 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Gotcha, buddy. Hey, what about JANITORS? 
Have you seen this book yet? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976178333253632 - #533 
tweet details

@clix @Paige928 YES. :D #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976224642576384 - #534 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @alybee930 @CBethM @ChocolateAir Will you be sure to bring 
me the Ness book this Wed? I have my Kleenex ready :) #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976244116733953 - #535 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @thereadingzone: So so true! You must love the read aloud or 
your students wont. They know when you are forcing yourself #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976247493140480 - #536 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @hale27storm I have around 50 currently. Amassed from six 
years of teaching. Donations from students. Some I bought. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:41:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976253335801856 - #537 
tweet details

@literacydocent I don't give up on those that don't "fall in"! They are the ones who 
need me most! Keep making suggestions. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976299095658496 - #538 
tweet details

@katsok @CBethM @ChocolateAir Completely agree about A Monster Calls. 
Beautiful book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976298135166976 - #539 
tweet details
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@ddigiova @jennann516 I read a bio about George Washington Carver that was 
completely in verse. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976301146673155 - #540 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Janitors is by? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976342938726401 - #541 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Have you guys read Janitors yet? Saw 
it today. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976393245196288 - #542 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I've missed most of #titletalk :/ Bummer! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976405165416448 - #543 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @literacydocent: I dont give up on those that dont "fall in"! 
They are the ones who need me most! Keep making suggestions. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976402174869504 - #544 
tweet details

@clix I'm planning to print out "this book donated by ____" stickers this yr - hope to 
get more donations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976420332011520 - #545 
tweet details

@ReadingVacation @PaulWHankins I am loving the idea of a cover wall and a 
graffiti wall for quotes. I should tell my teacher. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:42:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976482470633473 - #546 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @Paige928 I'm going to use The Little Red Pen w/my 11th 
graders soon-have used Pink N Say, 14 Cows for America, #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976555367632896 - #547 
tweet details

@mimiteacher @donalynbooks Kids resist in-class reading may have attn issues, 
need 1-1 confnc, support reading interests/needs, sep. seating #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976581867241473 - #548 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks @literacydocent I also ask WHAT they didn't like abt my 
other suggestions. helps me get a better idea next time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976636686794753 - #549 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok @PaulWHankins @clix Janitors by Tyler Whitesides? 
Ordered this week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976660237819904 - #550 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @clix @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Tyler Whiteside 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976667686895616 - #551 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins I'm getting Balloons Over 
Broadway, too. I'm a huge Melissa Sweet fan!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976669649842176 - #552 
tweet details
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@DavidAEtkin @jamilla7672 how does edmodo help? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976683184852992 - #553 
tweet details

@katsok RT @literacydocent: I dont give up on those that dont "fall in"! They are 
the ones who need me most! Keep making suggestions. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976702042439681 - #554 
tweet details

@ccassinelli What is your favorite non-fiction graphic novel for HS? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976706417102848 - #555 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Amen! I use mobile app 2RT @donalynbooks: I couldn't keep track 
of the books I want to read without goodreads. My reading brain. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976717175500800 - #556 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Confer, confer, confer, suggest, suggest, suggest 2kids who don't 
fall in. Eventually I c them gravitate 2 what's popular #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976735974367232 - #557 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @MaryLeeHahn: @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Im getting 
Balloons Over Broadway, too. Im a huge Melissa Sweet fan!!! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976736888725504 - #558 
tweet details

@SHMS_Peterson @donalynbooks conference to try to find out what is getting in 
the way of him/her "buying in" then try to eliminate roadblock#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976742085472256 - #559 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @mimiteacher Kids resist in-class reading may have attn 
issues, need 1-1 confnc, support reading interests/needs, sep. seating #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976744853716992 - #560 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @clix I have a Books for Birthdays donation program at my library, 
as well as donations in honor of teachers at end of year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:43:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976750029479936 - #561 
tweet details

@CBethM @yaloveblog Thank goodness for the archive! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976763056996352 - #562 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 we do Birthday Book Club - ss donate $10 & I put a sticker in a book 
that says they donated it (they choose from my new bks) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976768174047233 - #563 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @katsok @PaulWHankins @clix Can't wait to hear your 
thinking on Janitors. Looked interesting. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976783856549888 - #564 
tweet details

@mcrainwater Is A Monster Calls more for the HS age group? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976804140187649 - #565 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Keep sharing book love to readers not falling into the routine. For 
every child there is THE book that will hook them! Find it! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:44:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976819617185792 - #566 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins thx! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976829310222336 - #567 
tweet details

@clix @lkstrohecker tell me more abt books for bdays? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976879801245696 - #568 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @HSeslteacher That mobile app is dangerous! Have bought many 
books by reading reviews at the bookstore. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976915389911040 - #569 
tweet details

@CBethM @Paige928 I use picture books as much as I can. Bought The Dot and 
Ish after last month's #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976982624600064 - #570 
tweet details

@clix @ccassinelli I just picked up Feynman. <3! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107976987376762880 - #571 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @donalynbooks Origami Yoda good for sixth grade girls AND boys? 
I want to hook the boys from the get go #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:44:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977004208496643 - #572 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ChocolateAir: Keep sharing book love to readers... For every 
child there is THE book that will hook them! Find it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977031999954944 - #573 
tweet details

@Read2DreamTweet Yes! RT @donalynbooks: You can read the first book in a 
series, too. Builds background knowledge #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977042020139009 - #574 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @clix Loaned a "few" books 2 a friend-she created a whole 
bookshelf in her rm that says "on loan from Mrs B..." stus had me b4 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977041701380096 - #575 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @ccassinelli: What is your favorite non-fiction graphic 
novel for HS? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977051461521409 - #576 
tweet details

@ccassinelli @donalynbooks Me too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977065113980929 - #577 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @ccassinelli Do I have to choose between American Born 
Chinese, Maus, and Persepolis? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977094964838400 - #578 
tweet details

@debrobl @clix I encourage kids to give a book to the class for their birthday. We 
label it and celebrate the "giver!" Huge hit! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977102644613120 - #579 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks @clix @ccassinelli Have you seen the Origins of Species GN? 
Awesome. Loved Feynman, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977174321078272 - #580 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @cb6luvs2read: Confer, confer, confer, suggest, suggest, 
suggest 2kids who dont fall in. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977178565705729 - #581 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I just let Melissa Sweet know you folks were buzzing about 
Balloons over Broadway. She'll be thrilled. She is so. . .umm--sweet. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977181585604608 - #582 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @ChocolateAir:Keep sharing bk luv 2 readers not falling in2 
the routine. 4 every child there is THE book that will hook them! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977187835121664 - #583 
tweet details

@hale27storm @MonroeLib I have grade 8. There's language. But that's about it. It 
reads like fiction #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:45:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977218852007936 - #584 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher Ones that resist SSR may be ones that aren't big on fiction. Give 
them "permission" to check out graphic novs, nonfiction, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977274791428097 - #585 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @DavidAEtkin Boys love it just as much as girls. Boy protagonist. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977292579479552 - #586 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @WizardOzTeacher @ccassinelli just read Nat Turner - great 
GN for HS #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977306429067264 - #587 
tweet details

@ccassinelli @teacherman82 Got em all - really trying to showcase NF Graphic 
Novels as students study topics #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977358232920064 - #588 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 booktalks of books in their interests - also I have had students "help 
me" look through amazon for good books for the library #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977357624745984 - #589 
tweet details

@jennann516 Thanks to @ProfessorNana @ddigiova @donalynbooks @Paige928 
and @MaryAnnScheuser for bio/autobio/memior recs. Keep'em coming! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977367460388865 - #590 
tweet details

@lhs_lms @ccassinelli I started quick fiction book talks to classes that came 4 SS 
research - like a mini commercial #titletalk Great idea! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977368278282240 - #591 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @HSeslteacher @donalynbooks Lovelovelove the @goodreads 
mobile app! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:46:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977376276819968 - #592 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @CBethM The Dot is a wonderful, powerful book. One of 
sophomores said he got chills after I read it aloud. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977387383336961 - #593 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks @ccassinelli no! I will have to look for that GN. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977394807242753 - #594 
tweet details

@Read2DreamTweet @alybee930 Not a bad idea! I have plenty of email 
addresses! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977399320330240 - #595 
tweet details

@mcrainwater @WizardOzTeacher Stitches by David Small...it's a biography and it 
is awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977409667678208 - #596 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix Oooooo...let me know how the Feynman book is. I have spent my 
book allotment for this month AND next already. :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977432300126208 - #597 
tweet details

@4MaggieD I got totally distracted placing a Scholastic order and missed half of 
#titletalk! Oops. 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977433210294272 - #598 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @clix Parents choose a book from a selection I keep current; 
bookplate in it for the student. Student gets to check it out first. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977440852312064 - #599 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @jamilla7672 @donalynbooks do lots of indiv. booktalks, put books in 
hand & then WALK AWAY, space=important for feeling of choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:46:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977446493659136 - #600 
tweet details

@katsok Big book for reluctant boy readers so far this yr is Skeleton Creek by 
@patrickcarman. 1st boy watched video & screamed. Hooked. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977542362857472 - #601 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @DavidAEtkin Boys LOVE LOVE LOVE Origami Yoda. Girls do, 
too. Caution: Boys will start speaking in OY voice. Do it they will. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977566157160448 - #602 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins The Three Little Aliens and the Big Bad Robot should thrill 
readers this fall. Great NF planet order twist within the re-telling. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977594229628928 - #603 
tweet details

@clix @lkstrohecker oo, clever! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977616488800257 - #604 
tweet details

@CBethM @teacherman82 That's the effect I'm hoping for. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977621261926400 - #605 
tweet details
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@teacherman82 @debrobl I love this idea of donating a book to the class library on 
a birthday. What about summer bdays? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977622390177794 - #606 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @CBethM @clix Oooh, I am dying for the Feynman book. 
Sounds perfect for my kids! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977634855653376 - #607 
tweet details

@clix @CBethM it's good but as a HC GN it's prolly spensive. I got it at ALA. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977704695021568 - #608 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @CBethM loved the DOT. Anyone try Weird Al's picture book? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977724378873856 - #609 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 A.D: New Orleans after the Deluge Non Fiction Graphic Novel about 
Hurricane Katrina #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977728694820864 - #610 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @teacherman82 @CBethM Also rec Zero as well as One by 
Otoshi-senior wrote powerful essay about msg within #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:47:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977753755795456 - #611 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @teacherman82: @ccassinelli Do I have to choose between 
American Born Chinese, Maus, and Persepolis? #titletalk <= Yummy by G. Neri too 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977766028328960 - #612 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins And I was just looking through my lists. Never Forgotten. This is 
what picture books look like for the older readers. Beautiful! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977784781045760 - #613 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @LibLaura5: do lots of indiv. booktalks, put books in hand & 
then WALK AWAY, space=important for feeling of choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977804674641920 - #614 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @teacherman82 @debrobl We do half birthdays for summer bdays 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977811452628993 - #615 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @katsok is Skeleton Creek good for 4th/5th graders who love 
Mary Downing Hahn mysteries? or more for middle school? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977834097688576 - #616 
tweet details

@hale27storm I have 40 minutes. Do you suggest read aloud daily? In place of 
silent reading some days?? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977835951562753 - #617 
tweet details

@clix @DavidAEtkin who was The Dot by? #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:48:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977839466381313 - #618 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @WizardOzTeacher The 9/11 Commission report is an excellent NF 
GN. Also, American Widow. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977848198934528 - #619 
tweet details

@mcrainwater @teacherman82 Summer b-days can pick a day or celebrate a half 
b-day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977863319392256 - #620 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @clix @DavidAEtkin Peter H. Reynolds. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977940456833024 - #621 
tweet details

@Read2DreamTweet @donalynbooks I'm planning a "Book of the Week" 
suggestion list and mixing it up with NF, award winners, old classics, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977947872362497 - #622 
tweet details

@lhs_lms @coxtl made a Hot New Title pres and had stacks of read alikes ready 
for 1st library visit #titletalk Another great idea! Thanks! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977955921231872 - #623 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Also waiting for new Ranger's Apprentice RT @shighley: Coming 
soon: Could put 39 Clues, next Riordan, Paolini, Wimpy Kid. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977961428369409 - #624 
tweet details

@ccassinelli Good thing #titletalk is only once a month - I always seem to put in a 
large book order after chatting!!! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977967363309568 - #625 
tweet details

@clix @jamilla7672 oo, AD is on my to-buy! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:48:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107977975756111873 - #626 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @clix @DavidAEtkin Peter Reynolds - wonderful! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978017598472193 - #627 
tweet details

@katsok @MaryAnnScheuer I think it would be great for 4th/5th. I teach 5th and 
they are devouring it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978037005533185 - #628 
tweet details

@hale27storm @teacherman82 @ccassinelli oh I love Persepolis #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978051253567488 - #629 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix @thereadingzone Then please, if you haven't, check out Surely 
You're Joking... & What Do You Care... http://t.co/74B2j7u #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978074246742016 - #630 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn Great article on Graphic nonfiction: http://t.co/Uth9zTI #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978092479389696 - #631 
tweet details
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@kmb211 @ccassinelli Two Cents Plain: My Brooklyn Boyhood #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978107696332800 - #632 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @MaryAnnScheuer @katsok Skeleton Creek itself is great for Hahn 
fans #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978111152439297 - #633 
tweet details

@donalynbooks . @hale27storm Silent reading #1 in improving reading 
achievement. Read alouds #2. Tough decision. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978115963293696 - #634 
tweet details

@RascofromRIF 9/11 materials for K-12 @ http://t.co/YLPUtNW put together by 
Instit for Families & Work & oGood thers @ request of 9/11 Comm. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978124020559872 - #635 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Oops - #titletalk public library has display w/ authors birthday 
month & books by them 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978139497545728 - #636 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins @clix @DavidAEtkin also love Ish by Peter K 
Reynolds-such a powerful msg #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978150725681152 - #637 
tweet details

@CBethM @teacherman82 @Cathy_Blackler Adding to my TBR list right now!!! :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978174931009536 - #638 
tweet details

@ddigiova @teacherman82 @debrobl #titletalk you could celebrate half birthdays 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:49:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978235177996288 - #639 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Anyone use Evernote for conferring notes? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978277171372033 - #640 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins The Case of the Vanishing Golden Frogs is a beautiful NF picture 
book coming out this fall. Put this on on your TBR pile too. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978291406848000 - #641 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks @hale27storm yes but they need YOU for read-aloud; silent 
reading they can do on their own (at home)... tough call. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978307806576640 - #642 
tweet details

@debrobl @teacherman82 Those kids have an unbirthdate. G8t watching kids scan 
books for books from older kids they know.#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978320276230145 - #643 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RascofromRIF: 9/11 materials for K-12 @ 
http://t.co/WBj3fHk put together by Instit for Families & Work @ request of 9/11 
Comm #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978348654903296 - #644 
tweet details
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@CBethM @DavidAEtkin I haven't see the Weird Al book around yet or I would 
have it already. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978368103890945 - #645 
tweet details

@jennann516 Do you have a certain time you do your read aloud (ex: to close 
class?) or at any point? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978417219186688 - #646 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @frankisibberson I like the Confer App #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978469891256320 - #647 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 skel creek - a 5th gr tcher at our school did catch some flack fr some 
parents for reading it aloud to her class - said too scary #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978486790103041 - #648 
tweet details

@coxtl Don't forget to use morning news program (if you have one) for booktalks by 
students #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978489587695618 - #649 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson Want to talk to you sometime about Evernote. Just 
getting iPads. Tony gave me some tips. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:50:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978509238009857 - #650 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @RascofromRIF: 9/11 materials K-12 @ http://t.co/IEBqtwd 
put together by Instit for Families & Work @ request of 9/11 Comm. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978550182805504 - #651 
tweet details

@literacydocent @frankisibberson Trying this year thanks to @karenterlecky 
@cathymere @frazierdeb and @mariacaplin. Excited about it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978586786508801 - #652 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson Someone somewhere mentioned Evernote for 
conferring, but I haven't tried it yet. On my list for this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978610140389376 - #653 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Try showing kids how B&N and Amazon sites show 
recommendations for books. "if you liked this, you'll also like..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978617321037824 - #654 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @CBethM Oh, I love Feynman's books. I actually read them for 
MY hs summer reading ages ago. :-D #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978622110924800 - #655 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 morning news prog is also great for booktrailers #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978626800164864 - #656 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska What was the Rapunzel book that was mentioned? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978647654236160 - #657 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Frog book is $28 on Amazon. Where did you 
find it? #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:51:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978667786907648 - #658 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @coxtl Sure, and with the same time, don't forget Billy Collin's 
Poetry 180. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978669816942592 - #659 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @CBethM @DavidAEtkin Spent his BD with him last Oct just b4 
the book was released-got a signed poster instead #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978683066748928 - #660 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @coxtl: Dont forget to use morning news program (if you 
have one) for booktalks by students #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978700452139010 - #661 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana some publishers specialize in NF, Nat Geo, for one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978718147919872 - #662 
tweet details

@chorkie RT @donalynbooks: . @hale27storm Silent reading #1 in improving 
reading achievement. Read alouds #2. Tough decision. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978734669271040 - #663 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks I love the Reid-Alouds . Suggest connected books w/ passage to 
hook them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:51:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978739224281088 - #664 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @DavidAEtkin: Try showing kids how B&N and Amazon sites 
show recommendations for books "if you liked this, youll also like..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978778172588033 - #665 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Starting news ths year-must remember RT @coxtl: dont forget 2 use 
morning news prgrm (if U have 1) 4 booktalks by students #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978783579062272 - #666 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @LibLaura5 @jamilla7672 @donalynbooks Choice in reading is so 
important. I don't want anyone choosing my books for me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978784405323776 - #667 
tweet details

@teacherman82 RT @donalynbooks: . @hale27storm Silent reading #1 in 
improving reading achievement. Read alouds #2. Tough decision. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978795708989440 - #668 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @jennann516 I don't know if this answers your question correctly, but 
I read aloud to my kids at beginning of class (bell ringer) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978870094966784 - #669 
tweet details

@mindi_r @jennann516 #titletalk I read aloud first 10th min of class 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978897244700672 - #670 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins With Labor Day/Jerry Lewis Telethon coming, a perfect 
opportunity to introduce readers to Mattie J. T. Stepanek. @JeniStepanek #TitleTalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:52:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978898289070080 - #671 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @MaryLeeHahn: Great article on Graphic nonfiction: 
http://t.co/6SfL9OQ #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978918769864704 - #672 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks do you know of research abt choice reading in-class vs 
assigned for homework? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978956178857985 - #673 
tweet details

@aleaness “@PaulWHankins: @coxtl Sure, and with the same time, don't forget 
Billy Collin's Poetry 180. #TitleTalk” Love Poetry 180 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978962793267200 - #674 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @DavidAEtkin: Try showing kids how B&N & Amazon sites 
show recommendations for books. "if you liked this, youll also like..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978971429351425 - #675 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @debrobl What sort of sticker or stamp do you use to indicate the 
donor? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107978999602483200 - #676 
tweet details

@shighley The NSTA list is usually pretty good for nonfiction http://t.co/EmrsaKj 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:52:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979002404286464 - #677 
tweet details

@RascofromRIF Don't forget International Dot Day based on Reynolds' THE DOT 
is Sept. 15, see http://t.co/DtayLWb #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979034331316224 - #678 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our friend, (and birthday man) @mrschureads, posts a wonderful 
collection of book trailers on his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979040308199426 - #679 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @literacydocent What do you read aloud to grad class? I'd love 
sugestion for my group of future teachers of ELLs. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979043571376129 - #680 
tweet details

@CBethM @thereadingzone I couldn't believe how wonderful Feynman's books 
were. I don't know when I first read them. They are like magic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979063171350528 - #681 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @jennann516 I found reading at beg. of hour calms everyone down & 
gets us ready for the day's lesson. End of hour too hectic #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979094884487168 - #682 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @RascofromRIF: Don't forget International Dot Day based on 
Reynolds' THE DOT is Sept. 15, see http://t.co/Rm7E4bn #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979096214089729 - #683 
tweet details

@literacydocent I discovered Crabtree Publishers this summer 4 NF titles. They 
have something on every subject! Good 4 teaching NF text features #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:53:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979112806744065 - #684 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @mcrainwater stitches was spookily wonderful great memoir. read it 
this summer by the pool. For kids? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979120205500416 - #685 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: Our friend, (and birthday man) @mrschureads, 
posts a wonderful collection of book trailers on his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979124668252161 - #686 
tweet details

@clix @teacherman82 I'm planning to print out my own on address labels. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979131513339904 - #687 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @donalynbooks @DavidAEtkin Fascinating to look at the kind of 
recommendations found on Audible for both book and reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979148315721729 - #688 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk Shared SCARS Friday;have waiting list. One 
enterprising student went to the library (not my class lib) & now THEY have no 
copies 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979154284220416 - #689 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @clix Lots of research about the importance of reading in class. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979172655276032 - #690 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Our friend, (and birthday man) @mrschureads, posts 
a wonderful collection of book trailers on his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979207585439744 - #691 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Wonderopolis.org and flocabulary.com are two great websites for 
readers looking for NF. Might motivate hard to reach students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979239768330240 - #692 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RascofromRIF: Dont forget International Dot Day based on 
Reynolds THE DOT is Sept. 15, see http://t.co/iXhaxP4 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979253739552768 - #693 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @aleaness @PaulWHankins @coxtl try the favorite poem project
-videos online of every day ppl speaking about the power of a poem #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979259494154240 - #694 
tweet details

@jennann516 @yaloveblog Thanks! Was thinking of closing with read aloud so 
students could listen while putting things away. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:53:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979261494824961 - #695 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: Our friend, (and birthday man) 
@mrschureads, posts a wonderful collection of book trailers on his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979289303072769 - #696 
tweet details
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@clix @donalynbooks can you send me links to some later? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979315228053505 - #697 
tweet details

@Read2DreamTweet Don't forget to give some graphic novels a chance this year. 
A great "in" for many types of readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979313177042944 - #698 
tweet details

@jennann516 @yaloveblog My worry was just that...that it would be too hectic. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979338682605569 - #699 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Pretty book. I didn't say it was a cheap book. I 
did read it on our super secret site (I'll DM you). Initials: NG. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979340167380992 - #700 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @clix @teacherman82 My school uses a cute plate with balloons. 
We also have a more generic one for nonb-day donations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979376888520705 - #701 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: Our friend, (and birthday man) 
@mrschureads, posts a wonderful collection of book trailers on his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979396765327362 - #702 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @Read2DreamTweet: Don't forget to give some graphic novels a 
chance this year. A great "in" for many types of readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979402280837120 - #703 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @yaloveblog: I found reading at beg. of hour calms everyone 
down & gets us ready for the days lesson. End of hour too hectic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979405309128705 - #704 
tweet details

@CBethM I have tried to do some short reading (1 min) at the beginning of class to 
share NF - from magazines like Wired and Mental Floss. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979419070627841 - #705 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @DavidAEtkin @mcrainwater I have it in my classroom & my high 
school kids love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979448338481153 - #706 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @katsok what grade for SKELETON CREEK.? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979470769627136 - #707 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Destiny Quest has a book recommendation feature too, if your 
school library uses Destiny for its OPAC. @DavidAEtkin #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979489203601408 - #708 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Our friend, (and birthday man) 
@mrschureads, posts a wonderful collection of book trailers on his blog. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979491099410433 - #709 
tweet details
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@ddigiova I like the site Book Seer. "Magically" finds students a new book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979494559711232 - #710 
tweet details

@literacydocent @HSeslteacher I've read many: Wolf, Duck & Goose, The Big 
Elephant in the Room, Duck! Rabbit! have been favorites #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979522850304000 - #711 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks What abt custom ordering a donation stamp then u write in 
name. Cost up front/lasts forever #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:54:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979526608392193 - #712 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @jamilla7672 How did you use edmodo for reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979532287479808 - #713 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @ClaudiaSwisher Happened to me last yr with The Rose that 
Grew from Concrete, Tupac's bk of poems-ordered class set 2 use this yr #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979549064691712 - #714 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @clix Stephen Krashen is your man here. Check out his website. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979564269043712 - #715 
tweet details

@clix @CBethM 1 min?! Dang, are you related to the Micro Machine Man? ;D 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979597412433921 - #716 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @ChocolateAir I don't know Flocabulary--what does it do? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979599018852352 - #717 
tweet details

@lhs_lms RT @coxtl made a Hot New Title pres and had stacks of read alikes 
ready for 1st library visit #titletalk Another great idea! Thanks! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979624029487104 - #718 
tweet details

@debrobl @teacherman82 Just a sticker/bookplate. Write: This book was a 
Birthday Treat from (name) on (date). #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979666459082752 - #719 
tweet details

@JudyBrunner RT @ccassinelli: What is your favorite non-fiction graphic novel for 
HS? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979694753841152 - #720 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @DavidAEtkin @katsok I would say fifth and up for Skeleton 
Creek. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979711908560897 - #721 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @alybee930 @Read2DreamTweet GNs are the most popular 
books in my room at the beginning of the year! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979719735115776 - #722 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins Read-alouds at the end of a class session often end up feeling 
like stuffing a marshmallow in a parking meter. Give these time. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979727402319872 - #723 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @ChocolateAir hahaha. yoda is on hold for me at library. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979746536726529 - #724 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer would love to know if you're using Destiny's patron reviews - 
how's it going? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:55:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979757269950464 - #725 
tweet details

@katsok @DavidAEtkin I teach 5th, have had 4th graders borrow Skeleton Creek 
as well. Need access to computer. There are videos every ch. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979799837937664 - #726 
tweet details

@lhs_lms RT @ccassinelli I started quick fiction book talks to classes that came 4 
SS research - like a mini commercial #titletalk Great idea! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979823485435904 - #727 
tweet details

@tmck76 I'm late to the party! I can't decide what to read aloud first. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979867932463104 - #728 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @DavidAEtkin @katsok my fifth and sixth graders loved the 
skeleton creek series #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979870822342656 - #729 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @laurajspangler @clix @teacherman82 We do too, but the stamp idea 
sounds economical -might try it #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979910399787008 - #730 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @HSeslteacher @jamilla7672 Posting surveys about what they were 
reading and questions around characters,setting etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979919258157057 - #731 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MaryLeeHahn: Great article on Graphic nonfiction: 
http://t.co/ivSFMCP #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979935074889728 - #732 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @FrankiSibberson Mr. Hankins uses Flocabulary. For past five 
years. I love the multiple in-roads to work recognition/awareness. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979940925947904 - #733 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks I have; there's support 4 in-class reading compared to NOT 
doing choice reading, but none to assigned for at home. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979957849960448 - #734 
tweet details

@tmck76 I'm thinking of sharing 3:15 with the kids since my class LOVED it last 
year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979962694377472 - #735 
tweet details
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@mindi_r @CBethM #titletalk I LOVE @mental_floss 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107979976917258240 - #736 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker MAUS, PERSEPOLIS, STITCHES. RT @JudyBrunner @ccassinelli: 
Favorite NF graphic novel for HS? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:56:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980011717394433 - #737 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @frankisibberson On Fridays, flocabulary.com gives you the week's 
current events in rap! Also has more info on the week's events. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980054759346176 - #738 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins I have fewer tardies b/c my kids don't want to miss 
the section I'm reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980074971693057 - #739 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MaryAnnScheuer We are using patron reviews and it went 
well in the spring. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980105661427713 - #740 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @cb6luvs2read @DavidAEtkin you can also share publishers 
catalogs both for reading suggestions and student recommendations #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980118709911552 - #741 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @tmck76 What grade? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980154533445634 - #742 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @MaryAnnScheuer I use it. We do a lesson on book reviews (what, 
why, how to write) & I invite kids to submit to catalog (1/2) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980179535699968 - #743 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @katsok @DavidAEtkin loved it when kids came in after finding 
passwords in Skeleton Creek shouting -I need to watch a video! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980179762192384 - #744 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Small (Stitches) has new memoir coming. 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980185890070528 - #745 
tweet details

@tmck76 7th grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980228365791232 - #746 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix I didn't say I *finished* reading them! Some get hooked & can 
check website for rest. Later I have them share 1 min reads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980241179377664 - #747 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 @jamilla7672 @HSeslteacher they were so eager to use technology 
that they read their ind. reading books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:57:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980252537565184 - #748 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @yaloveblog: @PaulWHankins I have fewer tardies b/c my kids 
don't want to miss the section I'm reading. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 00:58:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980298003808256 - #749 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @yaloveblog I have to think that the read-aloud at the beginning 
sends a quiet--but powerful--message about reading/sharing. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980307189342208 - #750 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Holy Cow! We only have two minutes left! What an incredible 
hour. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980315485675520 - #751 
tweet details

@literacydocent TY! @PaulWHankins: RA's at end of class often end up feeling 
like stuffing marshmallow in a parking meter.Give these time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980367608283138 - #752 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @debrobl @teacherman82 Cute idea. I have something similar for 
when my seniors (or any student) donate a book. Include grad yr #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980386541387776 - #753 
tweet details

@CBethM @mindi_r The name @mental_floss is cool enough...but what they 
actually write is even better!!! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980397366886400 - #754 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @MaryAnnScheuer (2/2) Then I do a monthly drawing for a free 
book. All students who submitted reviews are entered. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980439041482753 - #755 
tweet details

@clix @CBethM do they read along? or how do you tell them abt the website? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980446696079360 - #756 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Mention Meghan (inner character vs. outer actions) from 
@katemessner's Sugar & Ice in class & freshmen girls fell over themselves #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980473346686977 - #757 
tweet details

@katsok @Cathy_Blackler @DavidAEtkin Had kids stay 15 mins late after school 
last week because they HAD to finish a video. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980481068408833 - #758 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @ChocolateAir @frankisibberson Is Flocabulary expensive? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:58:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980531651715073 - #759 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @lkstrohecker oooh, love that idea for incentive! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980552849723392 - #760 
tweet details

@katsok @CBethM @mindi_r Just started following @mental_floss. Fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980561045389312 - #761 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @clix Peter Reynolds #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980567978577921 - #762 
tweet details
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@mre_tweet @clix Peter Reynolds #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980575641579521 - #763 
tweet details

@donalynbooks As a wrap up, I wish you all an incredible start to the school year 
with your children and students! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980582654455808 - #764 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Love monthly drawing for a book. Nice reward that is meaningful 
& related. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980592989216768 - #765 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @yaloveblog I think a generic donation > bday donation. Then 
students who can't afford a book won't feel bad. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980604196405248 - #766 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: As a wrap up, I wish you all an incredible start to 
the school year with your children and students! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980626451378176 - #767 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @JudyBrunner @ccassinelli Got to go w/ semi-NF text called 
Clan Apis. All characters named after world languages' word for "bee." #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980627705479168 - #768 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @lkstrohecker @MaryAnnScheuer Ooooh. Love the give away 
idea for those that submit reviews. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980644390408192 - #769 
tweet details

@tmck76 @lkstrohecker Love the raffle idea. More appealing than extra credit! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980651826909185 - #770 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @katsok @Cathy_Blackler @DavidAEtkin love it! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980689936351232 - #771 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins Yes, definitely. Stirs up conversation about the book 
& often leads into book talks in general. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980740121214976 - #772 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Will post archives in a bit. Thanks for joining us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980758836199425 - #773 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: As a wrap up, I wish you all an incredible 
start to the school year with your children and students! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980764867604480 - #774 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Thank you #titletalk ! Have a wonderful week! 
 
Mon Aug 29 00:59:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980769598779392 - #775 
tweet details
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@literacydocent I read aloud 6 times during the day! See Under the Influence by 
Lester Laminack for how this can work. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980801106395136 - #776 
tweet details

@pageintraining Middle Grade NF series I love: http://t.co/znPvkk0 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980806986792960 - #777 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @MaryLeeHahn @ChocolateAir @frankisibberson flocabulary.com 
is free--far as I can see. Also has SS, science, math, & other areas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980833796784128 - #778 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Will post archives in a bit. Thanks for joining 
us! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980846555869184 - #779 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: As a wrap up, I wish you all an incredible start to 
the school year with your children and students! #titletalk <= you too 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980854252404736 - #780 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @donalynbooks: As a wrap up, I wish you all an incredible 
start to the school year with your children and students! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980856810934272 - #781 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins @JudyBrunner @ccassinelli Bought Clan Apis 
on your recommendation, Paul. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980910019878913 - #782 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix I have a class website they know about. They don't read along. 
Just listen. Sometimes use it to practice summarizing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980917460578304 - #783 
tweet details

@booksandbytes Thanks for all the great ideas and suggestions #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980925975003136 - #784 
tweet details

@katsok Thanks for a great #titletalk. Can't wait to look at the archives for the part I 
missed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980954395611137 - #785 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Happy Anniversary! Thanks for giving me lots and lots of great 
reading & library ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980961483993090 - #786 
tweet details

@frankisibberson What a great anniversary #titletalk ! Thanks so much 
@PaulWHankins and @donalynbooks . You two are amazing! 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980980823916545 - #787 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks thanks -- as always -- for a great #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107980991037046784 - #788 
tweet details

@jamilla7672 Have a great year, everyone! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 01:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981004941164544 - #789 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins We will put up the archive when it looks like the chat has quieted 
a little. Feel free to make a contact within the thread! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:00:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981018123874304 - #790 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @teacherman82 I agree. I tell my kids if they want to or feel 
comfortable, they can donate books & receive recognition. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981039921676288 - #791 
tweet details

@clix @CBethM ah k and you link there - cool! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981040206876672 - #792 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer thank you @PaulWHankins and @donalynbooks for sharing 
your enthusiasm, passion and ideas! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981102634905600 - #793 
tweet details

@MaryLeeHahn @donalynbooks And here's to a great school year for you and 
@PaulWHankins, too! Thanks for having us all over for a chat! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981124353011713 - #794 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Thanks to @donalynbooks @paulwhankins 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981137065934849 - #795 
tweet details

@hale27storm Thanks #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981141016985600 - #796 
tweet details

@literacydocent #Titletalk is always the fastest hour of the month! Wishing 
everyone a successful start to a year of hooking readers! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981149216841728 - #797 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @PaulWHankins (Notice I put your name first in my thank you --
just so you know I still follow all Rider guidelines...) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981163028688898 - #798 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins If you want to increase your access to titles, here is one way: 
follow somebody in this thread tonight. Bound to find someone. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981182678994944 - #799 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @MaryAnnScheuer: thank you @PaulWHankins and 
@donalynbooks for sharing your enthusiasm, passion and ideas! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981183043911680 - #800 
tweet details

@Paige928 RT @frankisibberson: What a great anniversary #titletalk ! Thanks so 
much @PaulWHankins and @donalynbooks . You two are amazing! 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981183719190529 - #801 
tweet details

@CBethM @clix Very easy. I think the 1 minute read idea was actually 
@KellyGToGo's that I adapted. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 01:01:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981191117930497 - #802 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @PaulWHankins Love this and the Sandwalk Adventures (same 
author - Jay Hosler) Darwin talks to 2 mites living in his eyebrow #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981211992993792 - #803 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Once again, outstanding job @PaulWHankins and 
@donalynbooks for a great YEAR! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981211955245056 - #804 
tweet details

@pageintraining Thank you for a great #titletalk @paulwhankins @donalynbooks 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981211128971265 - #805 
tweet details

@alybee930 Happy #titletalk 1 year anniversary. It has been a great year and look 
forward to all the learning in this year still to come. 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981221908316160 - #806 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks : see what I did there? Thread. . .Bound. . 
.ahhhhhh, me. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:01:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981286303477760 - #807 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MaryAnnScheuer: thank you @PaulWHankins and 
@donalynbooks for sharing your enthusiasm, passion and ideas! #titletalk <= yes 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981309007241217 - #808 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @literacydocent: RT @MaryAnnScheuer: thank you 
@PaulWHankins and @donalynbooks for sharing your enthusiasm, passion and 
ideas! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981309850300416 - #809 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer yes! RT @PaulWHankins: If you want to increase your access 
to titles, here is one way: follow somebody in this thread tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981364753727488 - #810 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @Cathy_Blackler: @PaulWHankins @clix @DavidAEtkin also 
love Ish by Peter K Reynolds-such a powerful msg #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981366750224386 - #811 
tweet details

@mrsamychaney RT @RdngTeach: My HS stdnts do a 'Personal Reading History" 
to start year. Life map of who they are as a reader. #titletalk//Great idea! 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981405572706305 - #812 
tweet details

@jennann516 Thanks you @PaulWHankins and @donalynbooks for sharing your 
knowledge and passion! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981437298409472 - #813 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @yaloveblog I might design a stamp that says "Donated by 
______ / Class of ________" #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981466100711426 - #814 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @jennann516: Thanks you @PaulWHankins and @donalynbooks 
for sharing your knowledge and passion! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 01:02:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981502519836672 - #815 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @frankisibberson @PaulWHankins I think I need a rider, too. I will 
include a "no rock throwing" section in mine. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:02:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981539245178883 - #816 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @alybee930 I second that! Can only imagine what great 
fellowship w/materialize from yr 2! Looking forward to the adventure! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981540646060032 - #817 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read What a great anniversary chat! By book bill will be quite large in a 
few moments! Thanks @donalynbooks & @paulwhankins :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981550334914560 - #818 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @mrsamychaney @RdngTeach I do this too. I think the idea came 
from Tovani? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981587077017600 - #819 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @frankisibberson we started using the CONFER app. Seems pretty 
useful #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981589279023104 - #820 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Added many books to TBR list on goodreads tonight. Thanks for 
exciting #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981616290349056 - #821 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: If you want to increase your access to titles, 
here is one way: follow somebody in this thread tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981632161583104 - #822 
tweet details

@CBethM Thank you, @paulwhankins and @donalynbooks, for a fantastic YEAR of 
great book conversations! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981645860188160 - #823 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 So true! RT @PaulWHankins: If U wnt 2 increase yr access 2 titles, hre 
is 1 way: follow somebody in ths thread 2nite. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981677837557760 - #824 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @teacherman82 I bought address labels and printed something like 
that on them. #titletalk My kids love it. 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981753393750017 - #825 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Yes, I am still feeling so guilty 
for throwing those rocks.... #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981766387707904 - #826 
tweet details

@Flocabulary @chocolateair @MaryLeeHahn @frankisibberson @mariacaplin 
Happy to answer any questions! We have a free trial of our whole site. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981773836795905 - #827 
tweet details
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@Flocabulary @chocolateair @MaryLeeHahn @frankisibberson @mariacaplin 
Happy to answer any questions! We have a free trial of our whole site. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:03:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981773836795905 - #828 
tweet details

@c_rod RT @PaulWHankins If you want to increase your access to titles: follow 
somebody in this thread tonight. #TitleTalk I did! This was amazing! 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:04:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981862747635714 - #829 
tweet details

@c_rod RT @PaulWHankins If you want to increase your access to titles: follow 
somebody in this thread tonight. #TitleTalk I did! This was amazing! 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:04:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981862747635714 - #830 
tweet details

@mwaiksnis RT @yaloveblog: @PaulWHankins I have fewer tardies b/c my kids 
don't want to miss the section I'm reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:04:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981917227462657 - #831 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @CBethM here's a pic of it. Funny and clever! #titletalk 
http://t.co/Vr4e6bU 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:04:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981942565244929 - #832 
tweet details

@alybee930 Loved the #titletalk chat but must go finish getting stuff ready for 
tomorrow. First day w/staff. Looking for right book to read to them 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:04:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981983744917505 - #833 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @teacherman82 @yaloveblog check out etsy.com for ordering 
rubber stamps. Lots of waysn2 order a personalized one #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:04:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107981988069244928 - #834 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Happy Anniversary @PaulWHankins & @donalynbooks Love 
having mentors I can come back to at end of every month from which to learn. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:04:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982034651201536 - #835 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @yaloveblog @teacherman82 I made book donation stickers in 
MS publisher. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982056939716608 - #836 
tweet details

@8Amber8 RT @donalynbooks: Our friend, (and birthday man) @mrschureads, 
posts a wonderful collection of book trailers on his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982059439529986 - #837 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @cb6luvs2read @teacherman82 I love etsy.com, but I never thought 
of doing that! Great idea :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:05:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982201743872000 - #838 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @yaloveblog Actually, it's from the Reading Apprenticeship program 
from West Ed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:05:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982258627022849 - #839 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Thanks for all the great book recommendations and teaching ideas! 
Happy New School Year, everyone! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 29 01:06:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982443981717505 - #840 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @yaloveblog @cb6luvs2read @teacherman82 I avoid etsy. 
Rabbit Hole! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:06:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982480904171520 - #841 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @cb6luvs2read Thanks for the website! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:06:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982482422501377 - #842 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @donalynbooks: "Currently reading" signs are a great idea. 
Have a locker tag for kids that @scholastic made. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:06:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982486927192064 - #843 
tweet details

@tmck76 Then print them out on sticker paper. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:06:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982544686952449 - #844 
tweet details

@KateMessner Sorry to have missed #TitleTalk tonight... Still tweeting on the dark 
in Northern NY. I'll catch the archive later on! 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:07:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982553855705090 - #845 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @alybee930 Hmm, have you read Ish with them? Thank you, Mr. 
Falker always a fav for start of school yr-Kathryn Otoshi w/work too- #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:07:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982564186259456 - #846 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Thanks to all for a fabulous #titletalk! Always great new TBRs 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:07:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982585304580096 - #847 
tweet details

@WendyMartinArt @KateMessner How long have you been lightless? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:07:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982665319317504 - #848 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @RdngTeach Oh okay. I found something similar in the book I Read 
It, But I Don't Get It. Love the idea. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:07:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982714380103681 - #849 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @donalynbooks Ooo! That idea works too. Then students could 
personalize their font when they donate. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:07:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107982729638969344 - #850 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @KateMessner Malfunctioning DataSlate, Kate? (wink). 
Seriously, I hope you and yours are safe/sound. Be careful. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:09:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107983229973303298 - #851 
tweet details

@judymblundell Eavesdropping on #TitleTalk after 2 days of hurricane worry. sigh. 
Dedication plus books. Makes me feel all's right with the world. 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:10:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107983463646371840 - #852 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @donalynbooks thanks for Creek info #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:11:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107983616809762816 - #853 
tweet details
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@literacydocent @chasemic I have one you can look at. Let me know. And I'm 
glad you were participating in #titletalk even if ur tweets didn't show up! :) 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:11:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107983775778078721 - #854 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @MaryLeeHahn @frankisibberson Maybe wrong on flocabulary. 
Looks like $45 a year. Maybe I'm still on free trial. Cool site, though #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:12:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107983810766970880 - #855 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @katsok sounds awesome! How many pages? Trying to find shorter 
read-alouds so they don't stretch out forever. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 29 01:12:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 107983865141936128 - #856 
tweet details
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